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ABSTRACT 

Freight demand models have not been developed that much as passenger demand models. The 

reason is existence of too many complexities in this area. To estimate a disaggregate freight 

transport models large input data is required. The Swedish Flow Commodity survey 2004/2005 

(CFS) which is a unique data source at the level of individual firms made it possible to estimate a 

disaggregate model to analyze the choice of transport chains and shipment size for the domestic 

metal products. The output of logistics module of the Swedish national freight transport 

(SAMGODS) is used as an auxiliary database to incorporate logistics decisions which CFS lacks 

in the model. 

The model comprises logistics perspective by considering both shipment size and transport 

chains as endogenous choices. Characteristics of shippers, shipments and transport chains are 

included in the model to analyze the choice of transport chain and shipment size.  It has been 

tried to include as many transport chains as possible in the choice sets to consider their effects on 

decision making. Transport costs have been included in the model as shipment size specific to 

incorporate the concept of logistics more precisely in the model. 

From the results it can be seen that the freight transport demand is almost inelastic to the cost. 

The model gives a positive sign for the coefficient of the transport time which can be explained 

as the storage cost is so high that shippers prefer to use transport modes as the moving 

inventories instead.  

Finally, it is suggested to estimate panel discrete choice models on this dataset. 
 
 
 
Keywords: Disaggregate freight transport demand, transport chain and shipment size choice, 

Swedish logistics model 
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Summary 
The ultimate objective of any transport modeling is to forecast and measure sensitivity of 

transportation demand to transportation policies. However, estimating freight demand models 

have not been developed that much as passenger demand models. The reason is existence of too 

many complexities in this area. The approach of modeling in this study is a disaggregate freight 

transport demand modeling estimating simultaneous choices of transport chain and shipment 

size. The choice of shipment size incorporates logistics decisions into the model. Logistics 

decisions are generally about shipment size or frequency and distribution structure. The decision 

makers configure their logistics structure in a way that satisfies the demand of the client at the 

lowest cost. The trade-off between transport and inventory costs determines logistics structure.  

In this project, Swedish Flow Commodity survey 2004/2005 (CFS) is used to estimate a discrete 

choice model of the shipment size and transport chain. CFS (2004/2005) consists of data on the 

movement of goods within Sweden with senders or receivers inside or outside Sweden. The area 

of the study is domestic metal products of CFS 2004/2005. CFS provides unique data source at 

the level of individual firms and shipments, but it still lacks some necessary data needed for the 

logistics models. Among these deficiencies, annual demand and frequency can be mentioned. 

CFS does not include data on cost (transport cost and inventory cost) and time either. To 

incorporate transport cost and time to CFS, Swedish national freight transport model 

(SAMGODS) is used. One of the modules of the SAMGODS is a logistics module that works as 

an aggregate-disaggregate-aggregate model. Logistics module gives the optimal shipment size 

and transport chain for each firm-to-firm relation.  The output of this module is used as an 

auxiliary database to obtain cost and time. 

In the entire CFS road is the dominating mode choice.  The reason can be lack of information of 

other available alternatives, lack of substitution networks for road network in Sweden or high 

reliability associated with road network and transportation by truck. Despite of large number of 

available alternatives acquired from Swedish logistics model, usually firms perceive themselves 

as facing limited transportation alternatives due to the lack of information. 

Combination of available chains and shipment sizes in CFS resulted in 27 different alternatives 

in the choice set. It has been tried to include different possible chains in the choice set to analyze 

the effects of chaining in shippers choices. A multinomial logit model from the family of logit 
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models is applied to analyze the choice of transport chain and shipment size in this dataset. Both 

attributes of shippers and shipments, in addition to the attributes of transport chains should be 

considered in the utility function of each decision maker.  

Statistical values are presented to show the significance of the estimated parameters and evaluate 

how the model fits the data. The results show that most of the parameters are highly significance 

and have the expected signs. Also, the results show that firms attribute (firm’s size) and 

shipments attribute (cargo type, value of shipments, etc) have influence on decision making of 

shippers. High value shipments are shipped in small size by road, larger firms tend to ship their 

consignments by rail and containers are likely to be chosen for large shipments by road.  

In this research project, costs have been defined as shipment size specific and for the alternatives 

with smaller shipment sizes; freight demand shows more sensitivity to cost changes. 

The model gives a positive sign for the coefficient of the transport time which is unexpected but 

it can be explained as some commodities such as metals products, have so high storage cost that 

shippers prefer to use transport modes as the moving inventories instead. Similar outcome was 

obtained from a study carried out by Clifford Winston (1981) on US commodity flow for metal 

products. Also, the results show the inelasticity of the freight (domestic metal products) transport 

demand to cost. This result is supported by other studies done on the same database.  

Finally, for aggregate forecasting, sample enumeration technique is used. The results show pretty 

close predicted values versus observed ones, specially aggregated over transport chains. 

To the end, panel discrete choice models would be interesting to be estimated as a future work to 

be done on this dataset besides usually suggested mixed and nested logit models. 
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1. Introduction 

Freight models have not been developed as passenger models and they are still at their 

preliminary stages. This is due to the level of complexities that exist in freight transports. 

These complexities are: 

� Difficulty of identification of decision makers and their diversity (shippers, carriers, 

intermediaries and operators). (Regan & Garrido, 2002) 

� Lack of sufficient data. Specifically, private sectors involved in this area are so 

concerned about revealing information with competitive commercial value. (Regan & 

Garrido, 2002) 

� The diversity of shipments (from small parcels to bulk shipments of hundred 

thousands of tons) (de Jong, GunnH.F., & Walker, 2004) 

� Size of consignment and the process of transferring it into volume and hence vehicles, 

involve high level of varieties. (de Jong, GunnH.F., & Walker, 2004) 

� In freight transport, we usually deal with logistic chains rather than simple transport 

mode found in passenger models. Logistic chain is defined as specific combination of 

several modes. 

� Lack of efficient models and tools in solving large-scale problems. 

The four-step transport modeling structure from passenger transport is successfully applied in 

freight transport as well. These four steps are including: production and attraction, 

distribution, modal split and assignment (de Jong, GunnH.F., & Walker, 2004). Some freight 

transport models contain logistic choices such as shipment size and location of distribution 

centers as an additional step.  

Swedish Flow Commodity survey 2004/2005 (CFS) is a unique data source at the level of 

individual firms and shipments. It consists of data on the movement of goods within Sweden 

with either senders or receivers inside Sweden. To consider each individual decision makers’ 

choice in the model, an extensive input data is required. Availability of this unique database 

makes it possible to estimate a discrete choice model of the shipment size and transport 

chain. The choice of shipment size incorporates logistics decision into the model. Logistics 
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decisions are generally about shipment size or frequency and distribution structure. The 

process of these decisions making will be described later in this report. CFS as will be 

explained later lacks some necessary data on logistics decisions. Therefore, the output of 

Swedish logistics model is used as an auxiliary dataset to complete CFS data.  Swedish 

logistics model is a logistics module of SAMGODS. SAMGODS is the national Swedish 

model system for goods transport. 

Having incorporated required attributes from these output files, a model will be estimated on 

this database. Furthermore, different attributes that influence decision making in freight 

transport is evaluated and discussed. 

1.1 Introduction to logistics 
The basic meaning of logistics is the process of planning for material supply for 

production processes. To say it more broadly, logistics is the management of supply and 

including material flows throughout the production and distribution chains (SAMGODS 

group, 2004). This report quotes from Professor Lars Sjöstedt that logistics can be 

categorized as follows: 

� Macro logistics represents the total national costs for transport, handling and 

storage of goods. 

� Industrial logistics represents the material flows generated by industrial activities. 

� Business/order logistics represents the material flows caused by an order of a 

product. 

� Transport logistics deals with the movement of materials between production 

sites and the movement of finished products to the clients. 

� Product logistics deals with all flows of materials within a production plant. 

� Manufacturing logistics refers to the flows on the shop-floor.  

Logistics decisions are mainly about shipment size or frequency and distribution structure 

determining location and volume of depots in the chain. These decisions are made based 

on the following exogenous variables: 

� Client demands e.g. lead time 
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� Production schedules 

� Product packaging and handling properties 

� Geographic spread of customers 

� Transport system characteristics 

� Technology trends 

Decision makers are producers, wholesalers and retailers. The decision makers configure 

their logistics structure in a way that satisfies the demand of the client at the lowest cost. 

Stated generally, as the shipment size increases, transport costs decrease, while inventory 

costs increase. The trade-off between transport and inventory costs determines logistics 

structure which is a part of the logistics model. When firms are service oriented, 

structures with many depots, small and frequent shipments will emerge. The 

characteristics of these structures are high responsiveness for clients, high transport costs 

and low stocks for the sender. On the other hand, there are structures which 

characteristics are low responsiveness for clients, low transport costs and high stocks for 

the sender. It should be noticed that in both cases, the transport costs themselves can be 

reduced by possibilities of using distribution and consolidation centers. Therefore, the 

choice of distribution structure can be modeled using the concept of minimizing the total 

logistics costs obtained by taking into account both inventory and transport costs. This 

can be constrained by the demands of the clients in terms of frequencies and shipment 

sizes. Inventories reduce the risk of not being able to serve demand due to uncertainties 

that may exist within the production and consumption processes. Also, small and frequent 

deliveries lead to higher transport and stock out costs but lower inventory costs. Small 

shippers which hardly can reach high load factors and economies of scale in transport, 

will usually contract out; for larger shippers, own account transport can be more profit 

making option.  Logistical logic applied in supply chains are one of the followings (de 

Jong, Ben Akiva, & Baak, 2008): 

� JIT (just in time) deliveries  

� Production to inventory, deliveries from inventory 

� Production driven, but with direct deliveries to market 

In categories I and III there is “zero inventories”. 
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2. Objective and Scope 

The ultimate objective of any transport modeling is to forecast transportation demand and 

measure sensitivity of transportation demand to different transportation policies and 

economic conditions. Analyzing decision makers’ behavior in more detail is necessary to 

have more accurate predictive demand models which can be done through disaggregate 

freight transport demand models. The approach of modelling in this research project is 

estimating a disaggregate demand model; specifically discrete choice models to analyze 

shipper simultaneous choice of transport mode and shipment size based on characteristics of 

shippers, shipments and transport modes.  

 The database used is the Swedish flow commodity survey 2004/2005 and the area of interest 

is domestic metal products. Metal products specified in CFS are including: 

� pig iron and crude steel, iron alloys  

� rolled steel, beams, wired rods, steel plates, strip sheets  

� non-ferrous metal  

By domestic it is meant that both senders and receivers are located inside Sweden. The area 

of study has been restricted to metal product to do more in-depth exploring in the dataset and 

to analyze the possible product specific behaviors of the shippers.  

This research contains the modal split and additional step of logistics choices in the general 

frame of freight transport models. The proposed disaggregate freight transport model, models 

the choice of transport chain and shipment size simultaneously. Thus, logistics decisions are 

incorporated in the model. The model comprises logistics perspective by considering both 

shipment size and transport chains as endogenous choices. Characteristics of shippers, 

shipments and transport chains are included in the model to separately evaluate their effect 

on the freight transport decision making.  

Also, in this project it is tried to include as many different transport chains as possible instead 

of just focusing on the main modes of transport what has usually been done in the previous 

studies. Thus, the effects of chaining and how they are valued by shippers are evaluated. 
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3. Overview of the literature 

There are several classifications for freight transport models. Strong et al. (1996) divide 

freight transport models into econometric models and network based models. They define 

econometric models as those that attempt to analyze the correlations between freight demand 

and various factors and network models as those that apply the optimization rule to an 

objective function in order to predict the distribution of freight traffic in future. 

Winston (1983) classifies the models as either aggregate or disaggregate. The aggregate 

models’ basic unit of observation is an aggregate share of freight model. In aggregate models 

sensitivity to transportation rate and level of service is limited. Disaggregate models consider 

the individual decision makers’ choice. Disaggregate models seem more appealing but its 

serious drawback is the requirement of extensive input data. The choice between 

disaggregate and aggregate models, is usually based on data availability. 

 According to (winston, 1981 and 1983) two types of disaggregate models are usually 

reported in literatures: behavioral and inventory models. In this classification, behavioral 

models concentrate on shipping firms as decision makers, while inventory models analyze 

the freight demand models from the point of view of inventory management.  

According to Regan & Garrido (2002), behavioral models attempt to explain the models as 

the result of a process of utility maximization made by a decision maker while inventory 

based models try to integrate the mode choice and the production decisions made by a firm. 

These types of models incorporate level-of-service attributes (e.g. transit time, reliability, 

etc.) into an optimal inventory control framework.  

According to de Jong et al., (2004) aggregate and disaggregate models are defined as 

follows: 

Aggregate modal split models are mostly binomial or multinomial logit models estimated 

based on data of the shares of different modes. These models give the market share of a mode 

not absolute amount of transport (tons or vehicles). The aggregate modal split model can be 

based on the theory of individual utility maximization, but only under very restrictive 

assumptions. 
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 Disaggregate modal split models use data from surveys of shippers, commodity surveys 

and/or stated preference surveys. These models are based on random utility maximization 

theory under quite general assumptions. Multinomial logit (MNL) or nested logit (NL) are 

the most frequent estimated models for the disaggregate models. 

Most disaggregate freight models deal with mode choice only, among them can be 

mentioned: 

a) Daughety and Inaba (1978) indicate that the variables involved in the decisions are fare, 

travel time, flexibility of the service, reliability, insurance cost and other components of 

level of service of each mode. The approach used to estimate a transport demand model 

is based on random expected utility maximization. 

b) Clifford Winston (1984) studied a disaggregated probit model for intercity freight 

transportation. The model is interpreted as short-run model in that a firm’s location is 

assumed to be fixed. In the model the choice is among rail, regulated motor freight, and 

private carrier and the decision maker is shipper. The model is calibrated on cross-

section data on the commodity groups for the 1975-76 periods in the US. The variables 

included in the dataset are: quantity shipped, value of the commodity, freight charges, 

loss and damage, and mean and variance of transit time. The second data set was 

assembled by the author. It consists of a large number of shipments covering a wide 

range of commodities, lengths of haul, and origin-destination pairs. It represents 

shipping took place during 1976-77. The variables including in the model include 

quantity shipped, value of the commodity, freight charges, mean and standard deviation 

of transit time, firm sales and location. 

c) Fei Jiang, Paul Johnson and Christian Calzada (1999) studied freight demand 

characteristics by estimating a nested logit model of mode choice using disaggregate 

revealed preference data. The data set was French 1988 shipper survey. The first level of 

the nesting structure represents public or private transportation decision and the second 

level is choice among road, rail and combined transportation is nested under public 

transport decision. The model contains wide range of firms and shipments. These 

attributes (variables) are as follows: 
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• Firm’s characteristics: type of firm (e.g. factories, shopping centers, or 

warehouses), firm’s structure (small, nationwide or worldwide), firm’s 

location (to check the accessibility to rail and highways), firm’s size 

represented by the number of employees, and the firm’s information system 

and trucks owned by the firm; 

• Shipment’s characteristics: type of product, weight, value, packaging, 

frequency, distance, origin and distribution, size, and frequency; 

• Others: distance. 

Some other disaggregates freight transport models simultaneously deal with mode choice and 

logistics choices (inventory-based models) such as: 

a) Abdelwahab and Sargious (1992) and Abdelwahab (1998) deal with simultaneity of mode 

and shipment size choices in the freight market. The model is a joint discrete-continuous 

model estimated on the US Commodity Transportation Survey. Shipment size is 

considered continuous while mode choice is discrete.  The model is a switching 

simultaneous system of three equations. The first two equations are used to predict the 

shipment size and the third one is used to choose between truck and rail: 

Y�� �  X��β� �  ε��      if I� > 0                                                                           (1) 

Y�� �  X��β� �  ε��      if I� � 0                                                                          (2) 

I� �  Z�� �  ε�                                                                                                     (3) 

I�   is an unobserved index which determines the choices. Y�� and Y��  are endogenous 

dependent variables; X�� and X�� are vectors of exogenous independent variables; β�, β� 

and γ are vector of parameters; and Z� is a vector consisting of some or all the exogenous 

variables in X�� and X��and also additional exogenous variables. In fact the last equation 

shows the probability of choosing truck over rail. 

Note: Transit time used in the first equation is the difference of transit time in two modes. 

Each equation is estimated separately but it is not possible to interpret the results of 

equations 2 and 3 without considering the result of equation 1 at the same time. 

I� �  X��� �  Y���� � Y���� � v�                                                                        (4) 
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The model as represented by equations (2) to (4) is a “binary choice model with 

interrelated continuous endogenous variables”, so it should be transformed as: 

I� �  X��� �  X��β�η� �  X��β�η� �  v�� �  Z�� �  ε�                                          (5) 

Necessary condition for the identification of the parameters δ, η� and  η� , is at least two 

exogenous variables which appear in X� or X� are excluded from X�. 

Decision makers in this study are receivers. The data used to calibrate is US commodity 

transportation survey (CTS), one of the most comprehensive data base on intercity 

commodity flow containing 49 production/consumption areas. The most serious 

shortcomings in the dataset are level of service variables, market attributes or shipper 

characteristics. 

The variables involved in the model are as follows: 

Total ton moved over each O-D by each mode, commodity density (pounds/ft3), 

commodity value ($/pound), type of commodity, special caring for transporting of 

commodities, geographical area of destination, transit time for each mode, freight charges 

for each mode, loss and damage as a percentage of value on tons shipped by each mode, 

truck transit time reliability; expressed as number of days above the mean on which 95% 

of arrival are achieved. 

The drawback of the proposed model is that the number of alternatives should be small. 

With the increase in the number of alternatives, the number of equations will be increased 

dramatically. 

b) McFadden et al. (1985), introduced one of the most conceptually attractive approaches in 

inventory-based models. Their model is a joint decision of mode choice as a discrete 

variable and shipment size as a continuous variable for two modes: truck and rail. This 

study was done under a nonrandom sampling. The sample is a choice-based sample 

characterized by a nonrandom representation of mode shares stratified by commodity and 

origin and destination. 

The study involves the following assumptions: 

• The actual decision maker is the receiver. 
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• Produce is harvested in a steady flow at constant marginal rate. 

• After harvest, produce is inventoried until consumed.  

• Inventories are reduced to zero immediately after shipments are sent out and 

immediately before shipments arrive. 

• Produce is consumed in a steady flow. 

• The interest rate, freight tariffs, and transit times are constant through time. 

The starting point is to define the profit function as J � J�τ�, τ�, f�, f�, v�, v�, z, ε� where ε 

is a vector of unobserved variables and z is a vector of observed variables; τ is transit 

time; f is fixed rate and ν is variable rate. Indices 1 and 2 represent rail and motor 

carriage modes respectively.  

Optimal shipment size (s*) satisfies the following equation: 

� � !�"� � !�"� � !#$� �  !%$� � !&'� � !('� �  !)* � !+ �  ,�               (1)    

ε� is assumed normal with mean 0 and variance σ�. 

The following equations are the choice between the modes: 

.�1, � � �  .�2, � � �  .� � .�                                                                             (2) 

δ= 1 < = > F (1,� ) – F (2,� ) > 0                                                                        (2_1) 

δ= 0    otherwise                                                                                                   (2_2) 

.� � .� �  1� �"� � "�� �  1��$� � $�� �  1#�'� � '�� � 1% * � 1& � 1(� � ,�   (3)    

ε� is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1. 

The simultaneity between decision of shipment size and mode is attained by allowing the 

error terms of these two equations to be correlated. 

The probability P (i, S*) of shipment size (S*) and mode choice (i) is decomposed as 

either P (i).P(S*|i) or P (S*).P (i|S*). In this study latter specification is chosen because it 

is computationally simpler and because it’s sequencing of decisions appears to be closer 

to industry practice. 

The data used to calibrate the model is obtained from the Department of Transportation’s 

1977 study on and includes agricultural products. This is the main sample. In addition, 
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data from the Department of Agriculture were obtained with rather precise aggregate 

shares of the modes for each commodity and OD pair. This one is called auxiliary 

sample. 

The variables involved in the model are as follows: 

� Modal attributes (mode choice equation): freight charges ($), mean transit time 

(days), value of commodity ($/lb), shipment size (10,000 lbs), mode-specific 

dummy variable  

� Shipment characteristics (shipment size equation):  

− Fixed rate: motor carrier, rail ($1,000) 

− Marginal rate: motor carrier, rail ($/10 lb) 

− Mean transit time: motor carrier, rail (days) 

� Constant  

* Freight charge= fixed rate + marginal rate * shipment size 

Sample weights: 

In the main sample,µ�3  is a proportion of choice i in the kth ODP triple. The 

corresponding true proportion in the population is denoted by q�3 . This proportion is 

unobserved. However, the auxiliary sample yields a good estimate of this proportion. It is 

denoted by q5 �3. These weights are entered in relevant likelihood functions. 

c) Chiang et al. (year) carried out a study on short-run freight demand. The model is joint 

estimation of mode and shipment size. The variables considered in the model are as 

follows: 

Freight rate and special charges, mean transit time, waiting time, transit time reliability, 

loss and damage, and the time required to complete the investigation of loss and damage 

claims. 

There are 8 shipment sizes from 0 to over 160,000 lb, and 4 different modes (rail, 

common truck, private truck and air). Each mode contains different sub modes which 

covers different shipment sizes, such as: freight forwarder, trailer, carload for rail mode, 
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less than truckload and full truckload for different trucks modes and individual shipment, 

air container and charter for air. 

Cost function components are described as follows:  

Transportation charge, β1 

 β1= Freight rate + special charges associated with pickup and delivery  

Capital cost in storage, β2 

β2= Average inventory level, transportation service reliability (in days) × daily use rate 

The average inventory level for non-safety stock is assumed to be half of shipment size 

(q/2) and reliability is measured as transit time beyond the mean at a 90 percent 

confidence level. 

Note: β2/ β1 will produce an estimate of the implied interest rate. 

Capital carrying cost in transit, β3 

β3= Mean transit time in days /365 + percentage of lost and damaged goods × time to 

finish investigation about loss-and-damage claim and to pay the claim 

β3/β1 can also imply interest rate for shipments. Here two types of shipments have been 

specified, emergency shipments and regular shipments. 

Order cost, 

 This cost varies with the amount of shipment 

Loss of shelf life during transit or storage, 

 Important for time sensitive goods. 

 

Two studies have been carried out on the Swedish commodity flow by de Jong and Ben 

Akiva (2007) and Windisch1 (2009). Because the same database is used in these studies and 

the current study, they are described more detailed. Both of these models have been 

estimated on the entire database and include all commodities. 

                                                 
1 Master thesis from TUDelft University 
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a) In the study by Windisch (2009) two models of logit models, multi nominal logit and 

nested logit have been estimated on the database. The studied database is Swedish flow 

commodity (CFS 2004/2005).  

1) The characteristics of the MNL model: 

There are 18 shipment size categories and 8 chain alternatives. All the available 

chains do not contain all shipment size categories. So each chain covers some of the 

shipment size groups.  

Two types of models are discussed in the study. Model type 1 does not include any 

cost attributes while model type 2 just contains cost variables. The variables included 

in the model are as follows: 

• Cost and alternative specific constants are defined and included in the model 

in many different ways which are shown in table 1 and the best model then 

will be selected. 

• Dummy variables: access to rail, access to quay, cargo units and time of the 

shipment in a year 

• Value density: this variable was first included in the model as a continuous 

variable but the results of estimation showed no significant results. Therefore, 

this variable was divided into sub-categories to get desired results. Each of 

these categories includes different shipment size sub-categories. Variables 

access to rail and access to quay are included in chains starting with mode 

rail/vessel or as the second mode of the chain.  

It should be mentioned that in this study containerized cargos include containers, 

palletized and other cargo types from CFS.  

For estimating model type 2, 7 different models are configured by arranging different 

combinations of available cost variables. These cost variables are including: 

transshipment costs, transport costs and Interest costs.  

Interest costs are all costs that are produced from the value of the shipment, the time 

needed for the shipment process and the applied interest rate. Table 1 shows the 

result of these models. 
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Table1- Results of different estimated models considering only cost attributes 

Attributes/Model                   A           B          C         D           E          F1          F2 

Transshipment costs             X           X          X          X          X          X            X 

Transport costs                      X          X          X          X          X           X            X 

Interest costs                                                                 X          X           X            X 

Shipment specific cst.                                      X                       X 

Chain specific cst.                                            X                                     X            X          

Convergence                         NO        NO       YES      NO       NO     YES          YES 

According to table1, the best model is F2. Due to the positive sign of interest costs in 

model F1, model F2 is estimated where interest costs were only introduced for the 

fast chain types lorry and lorry-air-lorry.  

The final model is the combination of the two above mentioned models. In this 

model, the cost variables were combined because by keeping them separately, the 

wrong positive signs will be obtained. Values for value density variable shows high 

values to be shipped in small shipment sizes to avoid storage costs, mid range value 

to be transported in mid size shipments and low value goods to be transported in 

large scales to benefit from economies of scale. The variable time of the shipment in 

a year is significant when it is not introduced for chain lorry-lorry-lorry. Alternative 

specific constant, one for chain choice and one for shipment size choice are assigned 

to each choice alternative in addition two real single alternative specific constants are 

also introduced. One for transport chain lorry-lorry-lorry, shipment size 10 and 

another for transport chain lorry-vessel shipment size 10. 

2) The other model discussed in this study is the nested logit model. The first level of 

nest is chain choice and the second level is shipment size choice under each chain. 

This structure suggests correlation among shipment sizes but not among transport 

mode alternatives. Since the number of available shipment sizes depends on the 

regarded transport chain, not every nest comprises the same number of alternatives. 

The variables are exactly the same as the final MNL model. The following definition 

of nests for different transport chains got the best results: 

1. lorry, lorry-lorry-lorry 
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2. lorry-vessel-lorry, lorry-ferry-lorry, lorry-vessel 

3. lorry-rail-vessel-lorry, lorry-rail-lorry 

4. lorry-air-lorry 

In fact, each nest contains the main modes. Choice alternative in each nest are 

allowed to be correlated to each other. 

b) Another study carried out on Swedish flow commodity is done by de Jong and Ben 

Akiva (2007). The studied database is Swedish flow commodity (CFS 2001). The area of 

study is domestic and export flows. As a result, import flows are not included in this 

study. The mode alternatives are the main modes: road, rail, water and air. They contain 

the following chains: 

1. Road:  truck, truck-truck 

2. Rail: truck-rail, truck-rail-truck, rail, rail-truck 

3. Water: Truck-rail-ferry, Truck-ferry, Truck-ferry-truck, Truck- vessel, Truck- 

vessel-truck, Ferry, Ferry-truck, vessel, vessel-truck. 

4. Air:  Truck-air, Truck-air-truck, Truck-air-rail, Air, Air-truck 

Shipment sizes are categorized into five groups: Up to 3,500 kg, 3,501-15,000 kg, 

15,001-30,000 kg, 30,001-100,000 kg, Above 100,000 kg. All shipment sizes have 

been considered for all modes except than air transport which includes just the two 

small groups. So, there are totally 17 mode-shipment size combinations in the model. 

The variables included in the model are as follows: 

Mode choice alternative constants, access to rail/quay (for associated modes), value 

density (SEK/kg) (all modes: smallest two shipments sizes), commodity type, 

transport cost assigned to all alternatives (transport cost consists of link-based costs 

and transshipments cost), capital cost on the inventory in transit represented by value 

of the shipment times the transport time, if company is in biggest size class.  

The model does not include variables for order costs, deterioration o the goods and 

safety stock because information on deterioration and annual demand is missing. The 

results of the model are as follows: 
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If the firm has direct access to rail or quay facilities, it increases the probability of 

choosing these modes. High value-density products are more likely to be shipped in 

small quantities. Large firms are more likely to use rail. Building material and 

minerals are more likely to be sent by larger road shipments. Larger shipments of 

petroleum and metal products are more likely to be transported by rail. For chemical 

products rail and water transport with large shipment size have higher probability. 

For ores and metal waste, rail and water transport have a higher choice probability 

except for the smallest shipment size. Machinery and equipment are more likely to 

use rail or water transport. Transport cost and variable for inventory cost during air 

transport have the expected negative sign. Estimation of this variable for other modes 

didn’t lead to significant coefficients. Estimating nested logit and mixed logit did not 

lead to satisfactory results either. 

Finally, the authors recommend the following models to be investigated on this 

database: 

� Estimation of models where shipment size is treated as a continuous variable 

instead of discrete shipment size classes, simultaneously with (discrete) mode 

choice 

� Estimation of mixed logit models following the random coefficients 

specification to account for unobserved heterogeneity 

3.1 Swedish logistic model review 
 

3.1.1 Introduction 

The Swedish Logistics model includes choices of transport chain and shipment 

size or frequency at the disaggreagte level of individual firms. Choice of transport 

chain also includes the choices of mode, vehicle/vessel type and size, cargo unit 

and use of consolidation and distribution centers, ports, airports and intermodal 

rail terminals. The logistics model is an aggregate-disaggregate-aggregate model. 

In other words it takes PWC (Production-wholesale-Consumption) flows at zonal 

level as an input and assigns optimal transport chain and shipment size at the level 

of dissaggregate firm-to-firm and finally produces OD (origin-destination) flows 
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of vehicles at level of zones for network assignment. Inputs of logistics model are 

generally PWC matrices, transport time and costs, logistics time and costs and the 

output is OD matrices of tons moved. PWC (wholesalers can be included at both 

ends) flows include annual flows in tons by production and consumption zones by 

commodity type while OD matrices consists of annual flows in terms of tons or 

number of vehicles between origins and destinations. Transshipment locations 

between each OD leg can be consolidation/distribution centers, ports, airports or 

inter_modal rail terminals and are also treated as origin and destinations. The 

major difference between PWC and OD matrices is that PWC matrices are 

essentially required for demand forecasting while OD ones are used for 

assignment. (SAMGODS group, 2004). They also differ in that PWC flows can 

consists of multiple legs, each with a different mode and with transshipments 

between the modes. At transshipment points there can not only be changes of 

mode, but also consolidation of shipments together with other shipments and de-

consolidation. Transport chains in the logistics model are characterized by: 

� The number of legs from sender to receiver 

� The mode in a broad sense for each leg: road, sea, rail, combi, air; and 

modes in strict sense : vehicle/vessel types and cargo units (e.g. 

containerized) 

� The locations for changing modes (ports, airports, railway terminals) and 

for changes within road transport (consolidation and distribution centers) 

In the logistics model, there are 86 pre-defined transport chains including both 

container transport and non-container transport, with one to five legs. Each mode 

contains main modes (road, rail, water, and rail), vehicle/vessel type and size and 

cargo type. The model calculates the optimal chain among these predefined 

chains. Consolidation centers in the model, allow consolidation of shipments to 

take advantage of economies of scale. Consolidating along the route has not been 

considered in logistics model yet. Also, consolidation can only happen within 

each commodity type and shipments from different commodity types cannot be 

consolidated. The logistics model does not distinguish between contracting out 
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and own transport by shippers. So, there is no distinguishing between shippers 

and carriers in the model. There are two types of senders including producer and 

wholesaler and two types of receivers including consumers and wholesaler. 

Wholesalers (W) and producers (P) should be treated differently because their 

logistics requirements are different, but in current version of logistics model, their 

logistics principles have been considered the same. 

Aggregation-Dissaggregation-Aggregation process:  

The logistics model consists of three steps: 

� Step 1: Desegregation to firms 

To generate firms to firms flows from zone to zone flows, firms are 

divided into three size classes both at the origin zones and destination 

ones. So following sub-cells per O-D relation are generated: 

1. Singular flows and transit flows 

2. Small firm to small firm 

3. Small firm to medium firm 

4. Small firm to large firm 

5. Medium firm to small firm 

6. Medium firm to medium firm 

7. Medium firm to large firm 

8. Large firm to small firm 

9. Large firm to medium firm 

10. Large firm to large firm 

Three firm size classes as the percentile of firm size distribution (national 

threshold values) are defined as (de Jong, Ben Akiva, & Baak, 2008):  

1. Small firms (first 33%) 

2. Medium-sized firms (34-66%) 

3. Large firms (67-100%) 
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The allocation of flows between zones to individual firms is based on 

observed proportion of firms from a registry of business establishments. 

This allocation is adjusted on the basis of information from Swedish 

commodity flow survey (CFS). There are no reliable data on actual 

number of f2f relations or on the number of receivers per senders.  But 

CFS contains information on the total (over all firms) number of 

shipments per commodity type. By adding the number of shipments 

(derived from dividing annual demand by shipment size) over the sub-

cells, the modeled total number of shipments for each commodity type is 

obtained which can be compared to the CFS data. The number of firm-to-

firm flow is adjusted until CFS target is reached. 

� Step 2: 

Logistics decisions (shipment size, chain type, use of consolidation and 

distribution centers and cargo types) at the level of firms-to-firms. 

� Step 3: Aggregation to firms 

The aggregation of OD flows between firms to OD flows between zones 

for the network assignment.  

 

Categorization of cargo units:  

The cost for the unitized cargo is the same as for non-unitized cargo except that 

for unitized ones there are costs for initial stuffing of the container at sender and 

final stripping at the receiver and also they are differences in the transfer costs. In 

current version of logistic model, the unitized transport is just limited to container 

transport. It is assumed that when unitized transport is chosen, this will refer to all 

OD legs of the PWC optimization. The use of containers increases the loading and 

unloading costs at the sender and receiver and reduces the transfer costs (between 

the modes) in the terminals. Also the transfer time differs between conventional 

and container transports in input files for costs.  

Commodity groups: 

The commodities in the logistic model are aggregated to 17 commodity groups. 
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All commodity types are grouped in three main aggregate commodity groups: dry 

bulk, liquid bulk or general cargo. These aggregate commodity groups contain 

different costs for different vehicles.   

Vehicle/vessels: 

There are different vehicles for different main modes in logistics model: 

� Five typical road vehicles (Lorries): one light, two medium size and two 

heavy-duty Lorries. 

� Eight train types: combined train, three wagon load with different lengths, 

three system trains with different permissible axle weight and one feeder 

train. 

� The sea mode includes both vessels and ferries. It includes four container 

vessels, three roro vessels (vti, 2009) and ten other vessels including non-

container and non-roro. The approach to calculate ferries cost is to 

calculate the cost for a given combination of vehicles and ferries instead of 

adding additional cost to truck costs for given OD relations. 

� There is just one vehicle type (freighter) for air mode that is just for non-

container cargo type. 

3.1.2 Input and outputs 

           The inputs files of the logistics model are: 

� PWC flows (domestic, export and import) giving the commodity flows in 

tons per year by production and consumption zone by commodity type. 

� LOS matrices: 

Level of service (LOS) matrices include data on transport time, distance 

and network related infrastructure charges between PWC zones, terminal 

and transfer locations for each vehicle type 

� Separate vehicle type specific networks have been modeled by Emme/2 

(without considering congestion) to produce the LOS-matrices. 
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� LOS service frequencies: 

The service frequency of different vehicle type is used to determine 

waiting time. The waiting time is calculated as half-headway 

� Data on transport costs (link and time costs), positioning cost, 

loading/unloading time and cost, storage cost, order cost, vehicle fair way 

dues and terminal costs and time per each vehicle/vessel for each 

aggregate commodity group 

The model generates a number of outputs at different levels for different users. Some 

results are presented at the global level (for all commodities) and at some the transport 

chain level. Information on frequency/shipment size, distance, costs, time etc is available 

at the transport chain level. To find details about outputs of the logistics model refer to vti 

report (2009). 

3.1.3 Logistics model’s modules 

Build chain: 

It produces feasible transport chains and their optimal transfer locations for each 

commodity type. 

It works at the level of zones, not at the level of individual firm-to-firm. 

Therefore, all firm-to-firm flows with the same zones and the same commodity 

type will have the same set of feasible transport chains. To make optimization 

problem simpler, BuildChain uses typical vehicle and vessel types and pre-

defined average shipment size for each commodity, because for different 

commodity different transfer location and also different vehicles/vessels can be 

used and the choice of terminals, consolidation and distribution centers can be 

different for different commodity types and different cargo units. 

Chainchoice: 

It calculates the optimal shipment size and selects the single best transport chain 

given the available chains and associated optimal transfer points from Buildchain. 

The ChainChoice module works at the level of the flow firm-to-firm. All vehicle 

and vessel types for the available sub-modes are considered in ChainChoice.  
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MergeRep: 

Aggregates over commodities in the form of tons and vehicles moved at OD-

level. In constructing flows for vehicles empty vehicles can also be considered. 

Empty vehicles are needed for the assignment process (OD-level) and are 

calculated using the loaded vehicle flows information, since at return flows some 

of the vehicles are empty. 

Extract: 

Generates tons and vehicle matrices for each vehicle type. Empty vehicles can 

also be included in the output. 

3.1.4 Cost functions of logistics model 

The current logistic model version uses a deterministic logistic cost function and 

the cost function minimization is normative cost minimization in that the 

coefficients for the different items in the logistics cost function are determined in 

advanced instead of being estimated. (rand, 2005) The logistics costs consist of 

transport costs and non-transport and the logistics model aims to find tradeoffs 

between these two components to reach optimal logistics cost. Due to not having 

access to prices for logistics and transport services, prices are calculated based on 

the carriers’ costs. Under the assumption of perfect competition, the operators’ 

costs are the same as the shippers’ prices. All the costs are expressed excluding 

value added tax but include vehicle and fuel taxes (vti, 2009). The cost function 

for each origin (m), destination (n), commodity (k), shipment size (q) and chain 

type (l) is generally defined as follows: 

            6789:;  �  <9:  �  =789:;  �  >9  �  ?789;  �  @ 9:   � A9:  �  B789: 
Where: 

G: total annual logistic costs  

O: order cost 

T: transport costs  

D: cost of deterioration and damage during transit 
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Y:  capital costs of goods during transit 

I: inventory costs (storage costs) 

K: capital costs of inventory 

Z: stockout costs 

All cost items above are defined as annual costs 

The equation can be further worked out as: 

6789:; �  C9 . EFGH �  =789:; � I. J 78; . '9 . F789 �  J  78; . '9 . F365  24 � O9. �G 789/2�
�  B 789: 

                        Where: 

o: the constant unit cost per order 

Q: the annual demand (tons per year) 

q: the average shipment size 

i: the interest rate (10% in Sweden) 

v: the value of the goods that are transported ( in SEK per ton) 

t: the average transport time (in hours) 

w: the storage costs ( in SEK per ton per year) 

The cost of deterioration/damage of the goods and cost of stock outs (or safety 

stock cost) is not included in the current version of logistics model.  

It should be noted that all the calculated transport costs are per one shipment and 

should be multiplied by the annual frequency to get the annual transport cost to be 

comparable against the other logistic costs items. 

Cost function components can be divided into two main categories: transport 

costs and non-transport costs: 

� Non-transport costs: 

Non-transport costs consist of following items: 
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� Order cost: 

The order costs are assumed to be a function of frequency: 

QRRS!T UVW!RU �JCRX YVZ [V!Z� � \CRXJ!RJ SRIJ \CXJ YVZ CZUVZ   $ZVGSVR\[ 

      The unit order cost is given in input files for different commodities. 

� Inventory cost: 

The inventory costs is defined as sum of storage costs and capital costs of 

inventory in SEK/ year 

I. Storage cost: 

The storage costs are expressed per ton and commodity though in 

practice they are more dependent on the volume of goods. 

Assuming constant shipment rates over time, on average; half the 

shipment size is stored at any time over the year. The inventory 

holding cost depends considerably on the commodity type due to 

physical resources needed to store it.  

II. Capital costs of inventory: 

Capital costs of inventory are the capital costs of the goods during 

the time they are stocked. In fact, capital costs of inventory are the 

interest costs on the capital that is tied up unproductively in storage 

(vti, 2009). 

]!YIJ!T \CXJ C$ IR'VRJCZ[ � IRJVZVXJ Z!JV �10%�  X_IYWVRJ XI*V/2  
�  Capital costs of goods during transit: 

 These costs depend on the transport time compared to a full year and on 

the      value of the goods: 

?̀ a978   �  b I   J   '   F978c/ 365/ 24 
       where 

v: commodity group specific average monetary value   

(SEK/tons/hour)     
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t: consists of link time, loading/unloading time at 

receiver/sender, transfer time and waiting time at the 

terminal 

i: the interest rate (10% in Sweden) 

Q: the annual demand (tons per year) 

� Transport costs 

The transport cost includes the cost of using the different transport modes, 

transfers between them and how these costs vary according to transported 

products. They include link costs (vehicle operating costs), node costs (costs 

for loading/unloading at sender/receiver) and transferring the goods between 

vehicles (if several vehicles are involved in a transport chain)  

� Link costs: 

Link costs or vehicle operating costs consist of fuel costs, driver costs, 

wear and tear of the vehicle and depreciation. A part of the costs is related 

to time and a part to distance: 

I. Distance-based costs given in the cost function input as cost per 

kilometre for each vehicle/vessel type based on network input. 

II. Time-based costs given in the cost functions as per hour per 

vehicle/vessel for all the vehicle/vessel types based on network 

input for transport time. Waiting time in the terminals is used for 

calculation of capital costs in inventory and transit. Time-based 

cost only applies to the time on the link including loading and 

unloading time, not to the waiting time at the nodes. The waiting 

time at the nodes is only used for the capital cost on the inventory 

in transit. 

� Node costs: 

Additionally to the link costs there are loading/unloading costs at the 

sender/receiver of the goods. The same loading/unloading costs at the 
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sender and receiver are used. The transfer costs depend also on the 

aggregate commodity and vary with respect to the type/size of vehicles 

used and facilities available at the transfer points. These costs are also 

specified for container and non-container transport. If the goods are 

transported in a container the loading/unloading costs are the costs for 

stuffing/stripping the goods into the container and the costs for lifting the 

container on/in the vehicle.  

� Technology factor: 

There are terminal specific technology factor for loading time and for loading 

costs. With the help of these factors, it is possible to differentiate the transfer 

costs by commodity aggregate, vehicle type and terminal. Currently both 

technology factors are assumed to be 1 in the logistics model. 

3.1.5 Optimization process 

In the logistics model, logistics cost are optimised based on either minimization of 

overall logistics costs or that of the transport costs based on logistical logic, which 

depends on commodity type ( cost minimization for only transport, is basically for 

goods with high frequency)2. No difference is made between the different types of 

senders in form of producers and wholesaler firms.  

The optimization objective is to find the chain that minimizes the total logistic 

cost for each OD relation and commodity type. For each relation and product the 

total cost for direct transport cost is also calculated.  

The optimization of shipment sizes and inventories is made under the following 

assumptions: 

� Each product is optimized independently 

� Each subcell3 is optimized independently 

                                                 
2 Optimization logic for metal products is joint transport and inventory optimization. 

 
3 Each subcell represents flows between firms with different sizes. Refer to introduction part 3.1.1. 
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Logistics model uses economic order quantity (EOQ) formula to get the optimal 

shipment size. In the EOQ model, the shipment size depends on the annual 

demand at the receiving firm. 

Given the annual flow Q from sender r to receiver s for commodity k the optimal 

shipment size q* is calculated as follows: 

G9 �  dC9  F9  2O9 � @  '9  
The initial optimal shipment size is calculated by considering just the non-

transport cost. This optimal shipment size is used to calculate the starting point for 

the annual frequency (Q/q which is rounding off to integer value) then twenty 

possible frequencies in the interval [0.2 Q/q, Q/q] are generated at uniform 

intervals.  For each of the frequencies, the total logistic costs (both transport and 

non-transport costs) for available transport chains are calculated. From all these 

alternatives, the one with the lowest total logistic cost is selected with 

corresponding frequency and a shipment size. 

Optimization process: 

In the logistic model, BuildChain and ChainChoice are used to find optimal chain 

type and shipment size, in the following order: BC-CC-BC-CC-BC-CC. What 

changes from iteration to iteration is the load factor, which is used for 

consolidated legs. Load factor is defined as the level of utilization of the vehicle 

which is calculated by dividing vehicle load by vehicle capacity. In the first 

iteration a load factor is assumed to be 75%. Thus, for all consolidated legs (legs 

coming after consolidation center) it is assumed that 75 % of the vehicle capacity 

is used, and for each shipment only a cost proportional to its share in the total load 

of the vehicle has to be paid. The aim of the iterations is to update load factor. For 

each iteration the model uses the load factor from the previous iteration. 
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4. Methodology and research approach 

The modeling approach in this project is developing a freight transport demand model based 

on random expected utility maximization concept which is suitable for econometric analysis. 

In this approach a random utility function is attached to each possible alternative in a set of 

choices and the alternative with highest outcome is chosen. In fact, this utility measures the 

relative satisfaction that a decision maker can obtain by choosing an alternative. Usually one 

alternative is fixed and other alternatives are compared to it. Decision makers attempt to 

maximize their utilities. 

In the utility function of these models, there are a determined term and a stochastic error 

term. The error term in utility function can be interpreted as follows: 

� expected value of the unobserved alternatives’ attributes, 

� unobserved variation across the decision makers’ attitudes toward different 

alternatives 

� Measurements error. 

Generally, multi nominal logit models are used to estimate a transport demand model. In this 

project multi nominal logit models are developed to estimate a disaggregate freight transport 

model as well. Characteristics of shippers, shipments and transport chains are included as 

exogenous variables and transport chains and shipment size are included as endogenous 

variables. 

As explained before, CFS 2004/2005 is used to estimate a disaggregate freight model to 

analyze the choice of the shipment size and mode. Usually demand models attempt to explain 

the demand for transportation as a function of charge rate and level of service. Due to the 

lack of information on time and cost in CFS, Swedish logistics model is used to create 

another dataset which includes these attributes and incorporate them in the model.  

Finally, to evaluate how the estimated model can express the choices precisely, the actual 

market shares of available alternatives and predicted ones are compared. To end with, some 

recommendation for further improvements of the model and also future directions will be 

offered. 
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In this project biogeme and biosim are the softwares used to estimate a multi nominal logit 

model and sample enumeration. BIOGEME stands for the BIerLaire Optimization toolbox 

for GEV4 Model Estimation and is a free package designed to estimate discrete choice 

models in general and GEV models in particular (BierLaire, 2009). Biosim comes with 

Biogeme package and is useful for producing the aggregate market shares. Biosim gives the 

probability and utilities for chosen and un-chosen alternatives (BierLaire, 2009).   

4.1. Logit model 
The most widely used discrete choice model is logit. Its popularity is due to the fact that 

the formula for the choice probabilities takes a closed form and is easily interpretable. In 

logit models there are assumptions on error term of the utility function. These assumptions 

include that error (ε) is independently, identically, distributed extreme value. The mean of 

the extreme value distribution is not zero. But it’s not important because in GEV models 

only difference in utilities matter not the exact amount of each utility. Usually one 

alternative is considered as base and other utilities are relative to it. The choice probability 

of logit model is: 

e8f �  Vghi
∑ Vghik  

Where, 

e8f is the probability that decision maker n chooses alternative i 

l8k is the representative utility of decision maker n for alternative j.  

The utility function is linear in parameter: l8k �  m n8op , where n8k  is observed variable 

relating to alternative j. so, the logit probability becomes: 

e8f �  Vq rhsp
∑ Vqrhspk  

 

                                                 
4 Generalized extreme value (GEV) models constitute a large class of models. The common attribute of these 
models is that the unobserved terms of utilities for all alternatives are jointly distributed as a generalized extreme 
value. GEV models have the advantage that the choice probabilities usually take a closed form. (Train, 2002) 
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Logit models’ specifications are as follows: 

� The property of independence from irrelevant alternatives (IIA). State more 

precisely, an improvement in one alternative draws proportionately from the other 

alternatives. 

� Logit models cannot capture taste variations of decision makers. They just can 

capture systematic taste variations which are related to observed characteristics of 

the decision makers. 

� There is no guarantee that logit will approximate the average tastes when tastes 

are random and even if it does, logit does not provide any information on the 

distribution of tastes around the average (Train, 2002). 

To develop a logit model on CFS, first alternatives and attributes are defined then utility 

functions of each alternative are built. The model will be estimated by Biogeme software 

and the results including coefficients’ values and goodness of fit are presented, also signs 

of attributes will be discussed.  

4.1.1 Model estimation  

For estimating a logit model on CFS, Biogeme is used as software.  

Biogeme stands for BIerLaire Optimization toolbox for GEV Model Estimation 

(BIOGEME). It is a free package designed to estimate discrete choice models in 

general and GEV models in particular (BierLaire, 2009). In the software, it is 

chosen to estimate the model by using the maximum likelihood method. 

Maximum likelihood estimation is the most general procedure for finding 

estimators.  

Since the logit probabilities take a closed form, the traditional maximum-

likelihood procedure is used. The probability that each decision maker chooses 

the alternative that he actually chooses in the sample is: 

1

( ) ( ) ni

N
y

ni
n i

L Pβ
=

= ∏∏  

Where β is a vector containing the parameters of the model. The log-likelihood 

function is then: 
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1
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=

=∑∑  

The estimator is the value of β that maximizes this function (Train, 2002). 

4.1.2 Statistical tests 

Hypothesis testing 

Standard t-statistics are used to test hypotheses about each parameter in 

discrete choice models. The most common hypothesis is that the 

parameters are zero. Therefore the t-value is defined as: 

x
X

X
t

n
σ=  

If the value of tx exceeds the critical value of 95% level of significance, 

then the null hypothesis is rejected. The  critical values are -1.96 and 1.96. 

Goodness of fit 

Likelihood ratio index is a statistics which is usually used with discrete 

choice models and measures how well the model, with its estimated 

parameters (mt�, performs compared with a model which all its parameters 

are zero (representing no model all). This index is called ρ and defined as: 
v � 1 � ww�mt�/ww�0� 

Where LL (mt) is the value of the log-likelihood function at the estimated 

parameters and LL (0) is its value when all the parameters are zero. 

The lowest value ρ can take is zero since wwxmty can be at least equal to LL 

(0), and its highest value is when decision maker’s choice could be 

predicted perfectly. In this case, since the probability of observing the 

choices that were actually made is one, the likelihood function would be 

one, and, since the log of one is zero, the log-likelihood function would be 

zero. And finally the ρ would be 1. So, the range of ρ is between zero and 

1 (Train, 2002). Usually, the model with higher ρ fits the data better. This 

saying is not valid when two models are estimated on samples that are not 
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identical or with a different set of alternatives for any sampled decision 

maker and these models cannot be compared via their likelihood ration 

index (Train, 2002). 

4.2. Available dataset: Swedish commodity flow survey (2004/2005) 
CFS (2004/2005) consists of data on the movement of goods within Sweden with sender or 

receiver inside or outside Sweden. Each observation includes data on type of commodities 

shipped, their value, weight, mode of transportation, origin and destination of shipments 

(municipalities code), section of senders and receivers and cargo units of shipments. 

According to SIKA5 report (2006), the survey was carried out partly as a sample survey, 

and partly as registered sources. Each local unit in the sample should report data for 

individual shipments. A local unit is defined as a single physical location where business 

transactions take place. The sample was selected using a stratified three-step design. The 

first-step was selection of local units by the type of the commodity produced, geographic 

location and size. Size of the local units is defined by their number of employees. The 

second step was selection of reporting period (one to three week) during a year for each 

selected local unit. The third step was sampling of shipments at each selected local unit in 

each selected measuring period. The design weight in each selection step is defined as: 

� Design weight for step 1: number of population in a stratum / number of 

received answers 

� Design weight for step 2: 13 / measurement period (weeks) 

� Design weight for step 3: total number of sending consignments / total number 

of recorded consignments 

There is also a calibration weight in CFS. So, the total design weight is: 

      calibration weight  step1 design weight  step2 design weight  step3 design weight  
As an example to use these weights, consider total flows of consignments of a specific 

product type from a specific zone is needed. To do so all the observations with the same 

product type and origin zone should be summed and multiplied by this weight. 

                                                 
5 Swedish Institute for Transport and Communications Analysis 
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4.3. Extracted data 
As mentioned before, Swedish logistics module is used to create an auxiliary dataset which 

includes time and cost attributes. This dataset will later be used to incorporate these 

attributes to CFS. 

Swedish logistics model is a logistics module of the Swedish national freight transport 

model (SAMGODS) that gives the optimal shipment size and transport chain for the 

disaggregate level of firm-to-firm relations.  

Swedish logistics model will be run on the metal products both domestic and international 

floes. It was not possible to just consider the domestic products because PWC matrices 

include the total flows between each production and consumption floes. The output files, 

specifically chainchoi.cst and buildchain will be used later as a secondary databases to 

incorporate time and cost attributes from this dataset to CFS. This process will be 

described in details later.  

4.4. Data processing 

4.4.1 Area of study: 

Area of the study is domestic metal products of CFS 2004/2005. Domestic means 

that both senders and receivers and also transport legs are inside Sweden.  Metal 

products specified in CFS are including: 

� pig iron and crude steel, iron alloys ( commodity group 100) 

� rolled steel, beams, wired rods, steel plates, strip sheets (commodity group 

101) 

� non-ferrous metal (commodity group 103) 

* Commodity groups’ numbers are based on CFS commodity coding. 

In the Swedish logistics model, commodities group are aggregated in three 

aggregate commodity groups general, dry bulk and liquid bulk. Metal products 

belong to the group general. 
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4.4.2 CFS limitation for a logistics model estimation 

One of the most determining items for a logistics model is annual demand and the 

frequency of shipments. This annual demand and frequency is actually what is 

seen from the receivers’ side. Therefore, to estimate a model of mode and 

shipment size, a sample of receivers is needed whereas CFS is a database of 

senders. This means that CFS can give an approximation for the annual frequency 

of shipments seen from the senders’ side. CFS includes information on the total 

number of shipments in the reporting period (one to three weeks) shipped by the 

sending zones to all receiving zones. Therefore, the frequency for a specific 

commodity from a specific zone is the total number of shipments sent by that 

zone to all receiving ones not from each firm to each firm. Thus, as expressed, 

annual frequency and consequently annual demand are the most important 

missing items in CFS. Others logistical deficiencies in CFS include: data on 

inventory logistics (policies, inventory size and logistics costs), level of service 

(including lead times, standard deviation of transit time, etc), use of consolidation 

and distribution centers, vehicle/vessels type and size, transfer locations and 

transport time and cost. In the CFS, sequences of modes are defined but the 

transshipments locations are not specified. There is also no information about 

consolidation or distribution centers. Type of senders and receivers are not 

specified in CFS directly in that if senders are producers or wholesalers and if 

receivers are wholesalers or retailers. Sender firms have SCB’s (Sweden Business 

Statistics) identifiers but receiver firms do not have6. For receivers, there is an 

industrial code in CFS which is defined for limited number of firms. Receiver 

firms’ sizes are not defined. Number of receivers for each specific sender is also 

not specified. Among all these deficiencies, transport cost and time can be derived 

from logistics model by making some simplifying assumptions. For instance, 

transport cost depends among others on vehicle/vessel type which is missing in 

CFS and should be averaged over existing ones in Swedish model. It should also 

be averaged over different subcells and sender types within each subcell. This part 

                                                 
6 It should be investigated whether it is possible to distinguish that firms are producers or wholesalers by their SCB 
identifiers 
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will be described in detail later. Usually demand models usually attempt to 

explain the demand for transportation as a function of charge rate and level of 

service. CFS does not contain this information. Charge rates can be incorporated 

from logistics model and based on the assumption perfect competition in the 

logistics model, shippers charged rate are the same as the operators’ costs. But 

there is no information about level of service of different transport chains neither 

in the logistics model nor in CFS. 

4.4.3 Removed observations 

Observations with transport chains containing code 6,7,8,9 representing others or 

unknown transport modes are removed7 . Observations with cargo code 8 

representing unknown are also removed. Cargo type 9 representing other cargo 

type is kept. 

4.4.4 Cargo type 

The following cargo types are specified in CFS: 

liquid bulk goods, solid bulk cargo, small container, large container, palletized, 

pre-slung, self-propelled and other mobile units where liquid bulk, solid bulk, 

palletized, pre slung goods known as conventional cargo types and containers, 

self propelled and other mobile units as unitized cargo types (vti, 2009). But in the 

Swedish logistics model the only unitized cargo type recognized is containerized 

one and the cost for this type of cargo is differentiated. So, in constructing cost 

function for CFS, other unitized cargo used will have the same costs as unutilized 

cargos. It should be mentioned that cargo type others (code 9) is also considered 

as non-containerized cargo. The frequency percentage of each cargo type in CFS 

is defined in table2.  

 

 

 

                                                 
7 Codes 8 and 9 which exist in CFS have not been defined in CFS guide. 
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 Table2- percentage of reported cargo types for the metal products in CFS 

No. ID in CFS Cargo type Frequency (%) 

1 1 Solid bulk 0.49 

2 2,3 Container (large and small) 0.12 

3 4 Palletized 8.01 

4 5 Pre-slung 1.59 

5 6 Self-propelled - 

6 7 Other mobile units - 

7 9 others 89.63 

 

4.4.5 Adjustment of CFS zonal codes with logistics model zonal codes 

In CFS zones’ codes are based on SCB/STAN coding system while in logistics 

model they are coded based on municipalities’ codes. Using the following 

formula STAN codes will be converted to municipalities’ codes: 

�SRI\IY!TIJ[ \CUV �  70000 �  �=Q� \CUV   100 

It is assumed that the starting/ending points of transport chains in CFS are 

conforming to PWC zones and they do not represent terminals, ports or airports. 

In other words, they do not represent OD zones according to logistics model 

definitions. This assumption can be incorrect in case of direct access of firms to 

terminals, ports or airports. Nevertheless, it is avoidable to make such 

assumptions because terminal/port/airport are not distinguishable in SCB/STAN 

coding system. There are some origins or destinations in CFS (area of study) that 

do not match with any municipalities’ codes. Therefore, they are removed. These 

codes are as follows: 

100, 300, 400, 500, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1700, 1800, 1900, 

2000, 2100, 2200, 2300, 2400 and 2500. 

This may be due to reporting of smaller regions than zones by respondents for 

those observations.  
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4.4.6 Adjustment of CFS mode chains to logistics model chain type 

Table3 shows mode chains reported by respondents and their frequencies in the 

area of the domestic metal products of CFS. The frequencies have been specified 

based on being containerized or not containerized due to the effect of the 

categorized cargo type on the calculation of cost in logistics model. It should be 

noticed that mentioned frequencies in table 3, are after removing the zones 

discussed in previous section and also unknown modes or cargo units.  

   Table 3- chain modes reported in CFS domestic metal products 

No ID in CFS  Mode chain Percentage 

frequency 

(containerized) 

Percentage 

frequency 

(non-containerized) 

1 1 Road 0.12 95.25 

2 2 rail 0.003 4.32 

3 12 Road-rail - 0.03 

4 23 Rail-ferry - 0.003 

5 13 Road-ferry - 0.009 

6 131 Road-ferry-road - 0.003 

7 4 vessel - 0.29 

� There are 86 predefined transport chains in current Swedish logistics model. 

These chain consist of both main modes and sub-modes containing vehicle types8. 

Some of the above mentioned chain types do not exist in these pre-defined chains. 

These chains are: rail-ferry and road-ferry.  

� There is no road-ferry chain type in logistics model, so all these chain types will 

be transformed to road-ferry-road, assuming that first and last road have been 

ignored by respondents as a chain of transport. So, all these chains will be 

transferred to road-ferry-road. 

� Rail-ferry also does not exist in predefined chains in logistics model. This will be 

converted to the only available combination of rail and ferry in the model which is 

rail-rail-ferry-rail, based on the same assumption of ignoring first/last road chain 

                                                 
8 For the list of Swedish logistics model transport chains refer to appendices table A.2.  
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by respondents. But when is checked with the BuildChian module (generates 

available chains per each origin-destination), there is no rail-rail-ferry-rail type for 

the domestic metal products. So, observations with this chain type are removed. 

� There is no direct rail mode for container cargos, so it will be converted to the 

only possible alternative for containerized transport which is road-rail-road. The 

containerized chains rail-road and rail-rail have the same issue and will be 

converted to the alternative chain road-rail-road. 

� According to BuildChian, only 1.19 % of observations reported direct rail as their 

chosen mode in the CFS, have direct access to rail9. For the remaining ones, there 

may be two possible alternatives: transfers between rail sub-modes or 

starting/ending road legs have been ignored. It is assumed that ignoring the 

changes between rail sub-modes are more probable. So, the remaining 

observations which do not have access to direct rail are investigated to have 

access to rail-rail-rail chain or not. By comparing to BuildChian, 38.5% of these 

observations have access to this chain. The alternative road-rail-rail road is 

assigned to the remaining observations. The two rail sub-modes indicate feeder 

train and wagon load train (or vice versa). These sub-modes are not recognized in 

CFS. 

� There is no road-rail chain in BuildChian for the origins-destinations within the 

domestic metal products of CFS. So, the next probable chain in logistics model 

which is road-rail-rail (feeder train to wagon load train or vice versa) will be 

chosen. The same explanation that the transfer between different sub-modes of 

rail is ignored is used.    

� According to BuildChain there is no direct sea mode between the origins-

destinations existing in the domestic metal product of CFS. So, as discussed 

above the first and last road legs must have been ignored by respondents, 

therefore they are converted to road-sea-road too. 

                                                 
9 It should be mentioned that according to Swedish logistic model only large firms have direct access to rail which 
may not be the case that actually respondents face, but because there is no other way to calculate transport time and 
cost of these cases we stick to Swedish model assumption. 
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� It can be obviously seen that usually roads as starting or ending chains are missing 

which means respondents are not clear with the concept of transport chains and 

just mentioned the main modes.  

� There are 33 (0.1%) observations with the origin-destination inside Sweden but 

also a leg of the chain (transport mode) outside Sweden. These observations also 

have been removed10. 

� 392 (1.18%) observations of CFS have reported that their used mode is road but 

according to Swedish model there is no road between mentioned origins and 

destinations and only water exists. The respondents probably did not mention the 

ferry legs that carry the trucks and report used mode as truck (road). Therefore the 

chain types of these observations are changed to road-ferry-road.  

� 50 (0.15%) of the observations of CFS have been reported rail as their used 

transport mode while according to BuildChian the only possible chain types 

between these origins-destinations are road-ferry-road and road-vessle-road. This 

problem exists for observations from Västerås to Gotland11. These observations 

are removed from database. 

� 37 observations have chosen rail while they have the same origin and destination 

zone. But in Swedish logistics model intra-zonal flows are assumed to be 

transported by road, unless specific information on the use of other modes is 

available (SAMGODS group, 2004). This problem exists for some of the 

observations from Västerås to Västerås12. These observations’ choices were 

changed to road. 

� The categories of cargo types (containerized or not), is just defined to calculate 

cost and is not used as different chain alternatives in the model. 

� As mentioned earlier, in the logistics model vehicle types are also included in 

chains as sub-modes for what there is no information available in CFS.  So, to 

calculate the cost, costs of different chains in logistics model representing the 

                                                 
10 Refer to appendices table A.5. 
11 Refer to appendices table A.6. 
12 Refer to appendices table A.7. 
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same modes, should be averaged over vehicle types (sub modes).  This applies in 

the case of alternatives which contain containerized cargo types. Table 4 shows 

the final mode shares after doing all these adjustments. 

Table 4- Final adjusted modes used in the model 

 

 

             

 

 

  

 

 

 

4.4.7 Adjustment of the shipment size 

In this study shipment size represents weight of the shipments. For estimating a 

model of mode choice and shipment size, shipment sizes are tried to be 

categorized in groups with almost the same frequencies in CFS. It is also tried to 

keep the difference of median and mean of each category as small as possible. 

Table 5- shipment size groups in CFS and their frequency 

Shipment size 

category 

Weight range (kg) Frequency Average (kg) 

1 0-1        5972 0.02 

2 1-30       5940 14.38 

3 30-100     5684 57.32 

4 100-300     5425 180.17 

5 300-1000 4819 543.89 

6 1000-15000 4607 3593.48 

7 15000 – 1000,000   737 38624.47 

8 >1000,000 96 1666667 

No Mode chain Percentage 

frequency 

(containerized) 

Percentage 

frequency 

(non-containerized) 

1 Road 0.12 94.33 

2 Rail  0.05 

3 Rail-rail-rail  1.66 

4 Road-rail-road 0.003  

4a Road-rail-rail-road  2.33 

5 Road-rail  0.02 

6 Road-ferry-road  1.19 

7 Road-sea-road  0.29 
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With the aim of keeping mean and median of each category close, group 7 and 8 

are generated with spectacularly lower frequencies than other groups. Group 8 

includes very large shipments that are only transported by sea. This category is 

kept to explain the choice of very large shipments by sea transport more precisely 

despite the shipment size is very much different from the rest of the table. 

As it can be seen from the table, the average of actual shipments including in each 

shipment size category and the average that category supposed to have is very 

different in most cases. For example in category 6, the average of shipment size is 

supposed to be 7000 kg while in reality it is 3593.48 kg which is almost half of it. 

Generally stating, CFS contains scattered and wide range of figures for the weight 

of shipments. 

4.4.8 Value density (SEK/kg) 

Value density is the value of a commodity per kg. In Swedish logistics model this 

value is 9762 SEK/Ton or 9.762 SEK/kg for metal products. In CFS, each 

observation includes value (SEK) and weigh of the shipment. By dividing these 

two numbers and average them over observations, average value density is 

obtained as: 23.42 SEK/kg. The histogram and descriptive statistics of value 

density in the domestic metal products of CFS are presented in appendix. The 

mean is not close to value mentioned in the input of logistics model. but mode 

(11.59 SEK/Ton) and median (11.6 SEK/Ton) are so close to each other and also 

close to the Swedish logistics model value for the value density of metal products.  

It can be concluded that there are some observations with high value/density. This 

incompatibility can be explained by not including import and export in the area of 

study.  

4.5. Inclusion of cost and time in CFS 
As discussed earlier, Swedish model disaggregates annual PWC flows into firm-to-firm 

flows. Each cell in PWC matrices are divided into nine subcells. So, the annual flows are 

not assigned to each individual firm but to the group of firms belong to the same subcell. 

On the other hand, CFS contains shipments weight from a shipping firm to a receiving firm 

but just for one shipment not the annual flow. CFS also contains information on the total 
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number of shipments over all firms within a sending zone per commodity type and thus 

contains the total annual flow from a sending zone to all receiving zones.CFS does not 

contain reliable information on the number of receivers per senders. Here comes the big 

difference between CFS and Swedish logistics model which is the flow between each 

subcell in Swedish model is actually seen by receivers but in CFS these total flows, are 

actually seen by senders. To incorporate costs from logistics model to CFS the followings 

should be noticed: 

� Logistics costs 

As discussed earlier, there is no information about annual flow or frequency in CFS. 

Without having this information, it is almost impossible to calculate logistics costs 

(order cost, inventory cost and capital cost of goods during transit). These costs 

cannot be included in the model except than the capital cost of the goods during 

transit which is calculated as the value of goods taken from CFS multiplied by the 

total travel time compared to a year (including waiting time at transfers and 

loading/unloading time)13.  

� Transport costs 

Transport costs are to be calculated annually in logistics model to be able to take into 

account the trade-off between shipment size and frequency. The pure transport costs 

per ton decrease clearly with increasing shipment size. Annual transport cost is 

calculated as follows: 

=a78f�    > 
Where,  

Ts:  transport cost for a transshipment of a consignment with shipment size 

S, from zone m to zone n by mode i 

S:  shipment size 

D: annual flow 

Ts/S is known as transport rate or freight rate  

                                                 
13 Refer to section Swedish logistics model review 
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For each commodity group, logistics model generates an output file containing costs 

details. This file is called ChainChoi.cst. ChainChoice produces following 

information for each commodity group: 

Origin-destination, type of sender (wholesaler or producer), annual flow, subcell, 

chain type, transport cost, storage cost, order cost, total cost, optimal shipment size 

and annual frequency. All of the above mentioned costs are annual costs14. Annual 

flow between each PWC flow is distributed over different subcells existing in that 

PWC and different sender types (producers and wholesalers) within each subcell. In 

the logistics model, logistic decisions are different according to firms’ annul flow 

and number of firm-to-firm relations, therefore for each specific PWC relation, 

specific subcell and sender type, there is an optimal shipment size and related 

frequency (vti, 2009). It should be noticed that in current version of logistics model, 

there is no difference between producer and wholesaler in logistics decisions but 

there is difference in their annual flow (vti, 2009). Cost information in chainchoi.cst 

cannot be used directly in CFS for the following reasons:  

� As discussed earlier, annual flow and frequency are missing in CFS, so 

logistics cost which are highly dependent on this information cannot be 

calculated directly or incorporated from chainchoi.cst which contains 

annual logistics costs. 

� As described before, annual flows are distributed among subcells. Subcells 

contain groups of firms based on both sender and receiver firms’ size. CFS 

does not include annual firm-to-firm flow. Besides, receivers’ sizes are not 

specified in CFS.  So, subcells cannot be mapped in CFS. 

� PWC flows are distributed among subcells based on the senders’ types. In 

CFS this information does not exist and should be investigated whether it 

can be inferred from the firms ID that is based on SNI15 ID or not. 

Based on the above discussions, it can be said each observation in CFS belong to 

which PWC relation in the logistics model based on the same origin-destination. 

                                                 
14 To see the detail of chainchoi.cst file refer to appendices tables A.3.1. and A.3.2 
15 Svensk näringsgrensindelning, Swedish Standard Industrial Classification. 
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Also, it can be said they belong to which groups of subcells within each PWC. The 

sender’s size of CFS should be the same as the sender’s size off each subcell. So, 

they do not belong just to one subcell but group of subcells having the same sender’s 

size. What is needed at this point is how to incorporate transport costs from 

chainchoi.cst to CFS. To do so the following procedure is taking into account: 

Chainchoi.cst generates data of annual transport costs for each O-D relations, chain 

type, frequency and shipment size for each subcell and sender type and chooses the 

optimal shipment size with the lowest total logistics cost16. Thus, chainchoi.cst 

provides huge data of transport costs for different shipment sizes carried by each 

chain type between each origin-destination17. For each observation in CFS, transport 

cost of chosen and non-chosen alternatives should be calculated. Therefore, for each 

origin-destination from CFS and specific desired chain type-shipment_size 

combination, the same OD relation and chain type from chainchoi.cst are selected 

and among several existing shipment sizes for that combination of chain type and 

OD relation (considering all subcells including in that OD relation), the one which 

shipments size value is the closet to the desired shipment size from CFS is picked 

and its associated transport cost is taken. This transport cost is divided by its related 

shipment size from chainchoi.cst to acquire transport (freight) rate. Afterwards, this 

transport rate will be multiplied by the shipment size of the desired alternative from 

CFS, to obtain transport cost of that specific chain type-shipment size-OD in the 

CFS.  Transport cost for other available alternatives for that OD relation is calculated 

the same way and finally this method is applied to all observations in the CFS. The 

cost calculated this way is the cost for one transshipment and should be multiplied by 

frequency to obtain annual transport cost. It should be noticed that the main concept 

of logistics is the trade-off between transport cost and logistics cost to have the 

lowest possible cost. Therefore the transport cost is considered on annual basis to be 

comparable with logistics costs. But in this study, frequency is missing in the CFS.  

It is assumed that reported shipments sizes (weights) in the CFS are based on joint 

estimation of inventory and transport cost and not just one order. The transport rates 
                                                 
16 The method of considering different frequencies and consequently different shipment sizes to calculate optimal 
cost has been discussed in section 5 of Swedish logistics model review. 
17 Refer to appendices tables A.3.1. and A.3.2. 
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used to calculate transport costs are actually taken from logistics model which takes 

the same concept of optimization into account. The problem exists in some cases is 

that shipment sizes from CFS are not close to any of the existing ones in 

chainchoi.cst for that specific combination of origin-destination and chain type. In 

these cases some simplifying assumptions are used which may violent the concept of 

economies of scale and the fact that the larger shipment sizes have less annual 

transport cost. In logistics model, transport costs are calculated based on vehicles 

operating costs for both distance and time. Transport costs are almost the same for 

the tonnages less than the vehicle capacity. Once additional vehicle is added the 

transport cost does not rise in proportion to the tons carried. Generally for larger 

vehicles time and distance-based transport costs are higher than for small vehicles 

though the gradient is not very steep. This relation between transport cost and vehicle 

size can be seen in figure1 as an example from road transport.  

Figure 1- transport cost function for different vehicle types within road transport 

Source: (RAND Europe; STIMA, 2005), units are arbitrary 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As it can be seen from figure, the first slope is for freight transport by a car. Then the 

shipment becomes too big for the capacity of a car and the costs jump to a higher 

level that is for using a van and it continues toward bigger vehicles. The transport 

costs per ton shipped which is represented by the steep of each line, are considerably 
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lower for a bigger vehicles than for smaller ones. This cost function provides an 

incentive to transport big shipments. Especially shipment sizes that are just above 

one of the thresholds need to be avoided from a transport costs perspective. 

When difference between shipment size in CFS and in logistics mode is that large 

that can change vehicle type (transport rate jumps to a higher level), this method of 

calculations assumes the same freight rate for it while the transport cost per ton 

decrease when shipment size increases. The other issue which should be addressed is 

that there is no distinction between different vehicles types in CFS while in the 

logistics model; vehicle type is one of the determining factors in constructing 

different chain types. So, transport costs of the chain types which represent same 

main modes but different sub-modes, should be averaged over their vehicle types to 

be used as their equivalent chain types’ transport costs in CFS18.  

� Transport time: 

Travel time and waiting time are obtained from chainchoi.cst. Each origin-destination 

and chain type in CFS should be matched with relevant origin-destination and chain 

type in logistics model. Matching CFS’s chains with logistics model’s chain type will 

be described later. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

                                                 
18 To see equivalent chain types in the logistics model and CFS refer to the appendices section **. 
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5. A mode choice/shipment size freight demand model 

 A logit model from the discrete choice models is estimated on the CFS to analyze the choice 

of transport chain and shipment size.  The formation and estimation of the model has 

discussed earlier. Following, different component of the model, also its result and predictive 

power of the model will be presented.  

5.1 Alternatives 

The model is the joint estimation of choice of mode and shipment size. Therefore, 

alternatives should include both choice of transport mode and shipment size. Based on all 

former discussions in the previous chapters, the total number of available alternatives 

(combination of mode choice and shipment size) will end up to 27. Table 6 shows the 

alternatives and their frequencies in the database. 
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Table 6- Available combinations of transport chains and shipment size (available 

alternatives) 

No. Transport mode Shipment size 
category 

Frequency 

1        Road 1 5926 
2 5879 
3 5545 
4 5251 
5 4666 
6 3489 
7 632 

2 Rail 7 17 
3 Rail-rail-rail 4 27 

5 23 
6 475 
7 26 
  

4 Road-rail-road 2 5 
3 6 
4 38 
5 64 
6 604 
7 58 

    
5 Road-rail 6 4 

7 4 
    
6 Road-ferry-road 

 
 

1 47 
2 56 
3 133 
4 99 
5 55 
6 6 

    
7 Road-sea-road 8 96 

 

5.2 Attributes 

The alternative specific constant (ASC),  

Alternative specific constant for an alternative captures the average effect of 

all factors that are not included in the model. Adding this constant makes 
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remaining error have zero mean (Train, 2002). Because of the fact that there 

are two simultaneous choices in the model, two alternative specific constants 

enter utility functions of each alternative; one for each mode: ASCn and one 

for each shipment size category: ASC_n. So, there will be 7 alternative 

specific constants representing modes and 8 ones representing shipment sizes 

groups.  

Transport_time,  

Transport time includes both link time and waiting time at transfer points. 

Transport time for chosen and non-chosen alternatives is obtained from 

logistics model (chainchoi.cst). Due to the fact that vehicle types (sub modes) 

are not distinguished in CFS while they are specified in the logistics model, 

each CFS mode chain may equal to more than one chain type from logistics 

model. In these cases, transport time is averaged over these chains19. 

Transport_Cost,  

The detail of calculation of this variable has discussed before. For more 

details refer to the chapter 6.9. 

Inventory_Cost during transit, 

Due to the fact there is no information of annual demand (flow) or frequency 

in CFS, among all logistics non-transport costs components, the only one that 

can be used here is the capital cost of goods during transit. For details of 

calculating this variable refer to the previous sections. 

Value-density (Sek/w), 

This variable defines the value of consignments in SEK divided by its weight 

and is known as value-density.  

Firm_Size, 

Represents size of the sender firms defined by the number of their employees. 

It’s a dummy variable:        

                                                 
19 To see the logistics model chain types and their equivalents in CFS refer to appendices section **. 
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      1= big (firm with sizes 1 and 2 in CFS) 

      0= small (firms with sizes 3 and 4 in CFS) 

There is no information of the size of the receiver firm in CFS. 

Cargo_unit,  

It’s a dummy variable defines if a consignment is containerized (=1) or 

otherwise (=0). 

Commodity_type , 

This dummy variable represents type of cargo. Generally, there are three types 

included in metal products as follows: 

� 100: pig iron and crude steel, iron alloys 

� 101: rolled steel, beams, wired rods, steel plates, strip sheets 

� 103: non-ferrous metal 

They are divided in two groups in model, ferrous (=1) and non-ferrous metal 

(=0). 

Season, 

It’s a dummy variable defines season of the transshipment: 

            1 = spring and summer 

            0 = autumn and winter 

5.3 Results 

The model with the best specification is derived after examination of several possible 

combinations of variables subject to various statistical measures. The estimated 

coefficients, log-likelihood and relevant statistical tests are shown in tables7. In the models 

alternative 1, road-shipment_size_group_1, is considered as normalizing alternative and 

the rest of alternatives are discussed relative to this alternative. 
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Table7- results of logit model  
 

Name Mode Shipment size Value     t-test 

ASC1 Road all 0 - 

ASC2,5 
Road-rail-road 
, Road-rail 

all -18.6 -18.93 
ASC3  Road-ferry-road all -11.4 -19.89 
ASC6  Rail all -1.25 -3.95 
ASC7  Rail-rail-rail all -13.2 -13.17 
ASC_1  all 1 0 - 
ASC_2,3  all 2,3 0.325 14.27 
ASC_48  Road-sea-road 8 -4.06 -2.65 
ASC_4,5  all 4,5 0.102 4.61 
ASC_6,7  all 6,7 2.57 37.47 
Transport Cost_22 
(100 SEK)  

all 1,2 -0.595 -18 
Transport Cost_33 
(100 SEK)  

all 3 -0.151 -17.73 
Transport Cost_44 
(100 SEK) 

all 4,5 -0.0133 -14.95 
Transport Cost_48 
(100 SEK) 

Road-sea-road 8 -0.00055 -4.45 
Transport Cost_77 
(100 SEK) 

all 6.7 -0.00168 -14.54 
K13(SEK/kg) road 3 -0.00105 -3.17 
K14(SEK/kg) road 4 -0.00222 -4.09 
K15(SEK/kg)  road 5 -0.00256 -3.69 
K17(SEK/kg)  road 6,7 -0.0175 -8.84 
Season22  Road-rail-road all 2.32 15.36 
Season55  Road-rail all 3.79 24.7 
Transport time  all all 0.233 13.51 
Container17  Road 6,7 3.63 8.54 
Ferrous Products16 Road 7 -2.86 -44.21 
Ferrous Products27  Road-rail-road 7 -1.52 -9.11 
Ferrous Products77 Rail-rail-rail 6,7 -3.54 -4.15 

Firm_size22  
Rail-road-rail, 
Road-rail 

all 3.4 4.78 

Transit Inventory 
cost(10 mln SEK) 

Road all 
-8.52 -23.65 

Transit Inventory 
cost(10 mln SEK) 

Road-ferry-road all -98.6 -14.9 
Transit Inventory 
cost(10 mln SEK) 

Road-sea-road 8 -0.199 -10.42 
Null log-likelihood -99848.255   
Final log-likelihood -64659.596   
Rho-square 0.352   
Adjusted Rho    
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It should be mentioned here that the alternative specific constant, ASC_48 captures 

unconsidered factors of both mode and shipment size choices of mode road-sea-road 

and shipment size category 8 (>1000,000 kg). This is because shipment size category 

8 is just chosen by mode road-sea-road and also, the mode road-sea-road is just 

observed to be chosen by shipment size category 8 in the data base. The effort to 

estimate two different alternative specific constant for these shipment size and mode 

choice did not lead to any significant results. The other reason for this is the low 

frequency of such observations in the database.  

5.3.1 Discussion of the results 

In general, the estimated coefficients reflect the service trade-offs that shippers 

consider in their mode choice and shipment size decisions and imply the value of 

service. Market behavior is given by mode shares of freight transport. 

Here, the sign and value of coefficients of parameters of the estimated logit 

models are discussed: 

ASC, 

The sign of all alternative specific constants for mode choice, as expected, is 

negative compared to alternative road-road-road (base alternative). This is due 

to high frequency of this mode in the data base. Unlike mode choice, the signs 

of alternative specific constants for shipment size choice are positive 

compared to shipment size category 1, which contains shipments weighing 

less than 1 kg, except than ASC_48 which indicates shipments which weigh 

over 1000,000 kg. This shipment size is the only one favored over shipment 

size less than 1 kg. It should be mentioned here that alternative specific of 

shipment sizes 2, 3 and also those of shipment sizes 4, 5 have been merged 

together because of high correlation exists between them. This expresses the 

unconsidered factors of these choices are so close together. This seems 

acceptable due to the proximity of these shipment size categories together. 

Also, the constant of chain type’s road-rail-road and road-rail show high 

correlation and were merged. This again shows similar unconsidered factors 
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exist for both of these chains. This can lead to further assignment of these 

chains in one nest for estimating a nested logit which will be discussed later.  

Transport cost (100 SEK), 

This attribute enters utility functions shipment size specific to evaluate 

sending firms’ attitude for shipment size choice. The sign for all the transport 

cost coefficients, as it expected is negative and the its value gets larger when 

the shipment size decrease showing higher sensitivity to transport cost for 

smaller shipments. This outcome conform the rule that transport rates for 

large vehicles are smaller.  

Transport time, 

The coefficient for time is positive. This is not what usually expected. This 

parameter would be expected to be negative. But it can be explained by 

further explanations. As it is expressed in VTI report for Swedish logistics 

model (2009), an inventory cost only to a limited extent depends on the 

products value, but more on its physical properties due to the resource needed. 

Based on this explanation and considering the fact that metal products can be 

sent by very large shipments, sometimes shipper prefer to avoid inventory 

costs by taking advantage of transport mode as a moving inventory. The result 

of this study has similarities with that of what done by Clifford Winston 

(1981). As it explained in the literature review section, in this study a 

disaggregate model of demand for intercity freight transportation is estimated 

on a large number of shipments containing a wide range of commodities. 

Among several results, the coefficients of the mean transit time for three 

product types are positive including primary and fabricated metals.20 The 

same reason is explained there that the transportation mode is served as a 

moving warehouse.  

It should be mentioned that it should be checked whether time coefficient has 

correlation with cost coefficients. Existing of this probable correlation can 

                                                 
20 The other commodities are stone, clay and glass products and machineries.  
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lead to bias in results and a positive sign for the time coefficient.  The 

correlation has been checked and  

Inventory cost during transit, 

This attribute is calculated by transit time multiplied by the value of the 

shipment and represents capital costs of the goods during transit which 

depends on the transport time compared to a full year. Therefore it will be 

defined as transport chain specific attribute. Transit capital carrying cost is 

associated with transit time and reliability. 

It was not possible to obtain significant coefficient for all of coefficients. It is 

significant for transport chains: road, road-ferry-road and road-sea-road and 

they all have correct negative signs. This coefficient is highly sensitive for the 

ferry chain and almost insensitive in the case of sea transport probably due to 

not having any other substitution for sea transport for the very large 

shipments. By increasing of this attribute, road transport is getting less likely 

to be chosen too.  

Value-density (SEK/kg), 

Road transport gets less likely to be chosen when the values of the shipments 

go higher. Increasing of the associated coefficient when shipment size 

increase indicates probability of shipment by large shipments decreases when 

the values of consignments increase. In this case, they are preferred to be 

shipped in small shipments. 

Season, 

The coefficients for the season attribute are positive and significant for chain 

road-rail-road and road-rail indicating the increase of the probability of 

choosing these chains when the weather gets warmer. This result is what 

actually expected because generally in cold seasons slower modes are favored. 

The sensitivity of road-rail chain is more than road-rail-road. 
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Cargo type, 

Due to the low number of containerized observations in the database, the 

coefficients for this attributes couldn’t be estimated significantly except in the 

case of alternatives road_6 and road_7. The sign of these coefficients are 

positive expressing containerized shipments are likely to be transported in 

large consignments and by road transport. 

Type of product, 

The coefficient for ferrous product attribute is estimated significantly only for 

alternatives roads, rail and road-rail-road and for their two last largest 

shipment size. The coefficients are negative indicating of less probability of 

shipping ferrous products by these chain types and also large shipments. 

Firm size, 

This coefficient is only significant for rail transport indicating that large firms 

are more likely to send their shipments by the rail. 

5.4 Aggregate forecasting 

For the purpose of planning and investing decisions, the forecasting of the demand at the 

aggregate level is what actually needed not the behavior of each individual decision maker. 

Therefore, it is needed to predict the share of the market choosing each alternative (Ben-

Akiva & Lerman, 1987).  

The total number of decision makers in the population who choose alternative i, is the 

weighted sum of the individual probabilities: 

��f � � e88
 

Where  

N��  :  predicted number of decision makers who choose alternative i                       

                                    P�� �  probability that decision maker n will choose alternative i 

The market share of the population choosing alternative i is: 
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��f�� � 1�� � e88
 

 

Where NT
  is the number of decision making in the population (Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 

1987). 

To be able to do this calculation an unrealistic huge data is needed. Therefore, there are 

some techniques which approximate the previous equations. The technique used here is 

sample enumeration. Sample enumeration uses a sample of the population as the 

representative of the entire population. So, the equations will be changed as: 

��f � � O8 e88
 

and, 

��f�a � 1�a � e88
 

Where 

Ns : total number of decision makers in the population who choose 

alternative i  

w� :  associated weight to each decision maker in the sample, when the    

sample is pure random wn is equal to one. (Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1987; 

Train, 2002) 

In this study Biosim software is used for sample enumeration.  

Biosim comes with BIOGEME package and is useful for producing the aggregate market 

shares. Biosim gives the probability and utilities for chosen and un-chosen alternatives 

(BierLaire, 2009).  

Following tables show aggregate market shares over shipment size and transport modes 

separately. 
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Table 9- Observed vs. predicted aggregate market share over chain types 

No. Transport chain Nr. observed Nr. predicted Percentage 

Difference 

1         Road 31388 31387.99 0.000 

2 Rail 17 17.00056 0.003 

3 Rail-rail-rail 568 572.3858 0.772 

4 Road-rail-road 775 767.1152 1.017 

5 Road-rail 8 7.998349 0.021 

6 Road-ferry-road 396 396.0002 0.000 

7 Road-sea-road 96 95.9678 0.034 

 

 

Table10- Observed vs. predicted aggregate market share over shipment size 

No. Shipment size Nr. observed Nr. predicted Percentage 

Difference 

1         1 5973 5973.021 0.000 

2 2 5940 5878.088 1.042 

3 3 5684 5742.348 1.027 

4 4 5415 5568.047 2.826 

5 5 4808 4654.937 3.184 

6 6 4578 4021.927 12.147 

7 7 88 132.5371 50.610 

8 8 96 95.9678 0.034 

 

By comparing observed vs. predicted choices, one can evaluate how well the model is built 

up and how well it can reflect the data set which it is based on. Table 9 shows pretty good 

aggregate predicted market shares versus the observed ones over all chain types.  

As it can be seen from table 10, except than shipment size group no.7 and to some extent 

shipment size group no.6, the rest show very good aggregate prediction of the model.  The 

reason can be explained as the ASC for shipment size are the same for these two shipment 

size categories. Having these constants separated for each this two groups leads to high 

correlation between them. 
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Another reason can be the problem that dataset has regarding the shipment size. As 

discussed before, Shipment sizes included in the data base are scattered and they can not 

be dealt as a continuous variable. This makes the defined shipment size categories have 

very different ranges. Groups 6 and 7 of shipment size categories can not be joined due the 

very big difference that will occur between mean and the median and also, the big 

difference that will happen between the range’s mean and the actual mean of the 

observations included in the range. 

However, stated generally, the model shows very good predictive power. To see the 

market each alternative, transport chain and shipment size, refer to appendices table A.4. 

5.5 Comparison of this study to previous studies carried out on CFS 

This study is the only one carried on CFS that is based on a specific commodity. Due to the 

focus of the study on the specific commodity type, it leads to reveal some of the problems 

existing in the database which wouldn’t have been figured out otherwise.  

The concept of calculating the costs, both transport and logistics costs are the same in all of 

these studies and conform to that of the Swedish logistics model. But the simplifying 

assumptions which are needed to be able to calculate the costs have not been described in 

other studies whereas these assumptions and the process of calculating the cost have been 

described in details here. In this research project, costs have been defined as shipment size 

specific and for the alternatives with smaller shipment sizes; freight demand shows more 

sensitivity to cost changes. It has been tried to enter the concept of logistics (larger 

shipment size have less transport costs) in the model by including costs as shipment size 

specific. It should also be mentioned that in other studies transport cost is calculated for a 

transshipment which does not cover the concept of annual transport cost and frequency 

which is a core of the logistics concept. But here as described before, efforts have been 

done to capture this concept, however it couldn’t be completely successful due to the lack 

of the required data. In all of the studies, freight demand has been very inelastic to cost 

changes. This is mostly due to the high share of the road choice in the database (almost 

97% in the entire database).  
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The time variable is included successfully in the model and leads to interesting findings 

that shippers try to avoid high storage costs by using transport modes as moving 

warehouses. This variable also has been included in the logit model studied by Gerard de 

Jong (2006) and its estimated coefficient had the expected negative sign. In that study, the 

model is estimated on the entire CFS and it could be that the probable positive sign of 

metal products and other similar commodities in the CFS were captured by the expected 

negative signs of the other commodities.  

Finally, it should be noted that problem mentioned before about scattered value of 

shipment sizes (weights) may not appear in other studies. The reason is the shipment sizes 

of different commodities also are considered and they will add together make nearly 

uniform and consistent categories of shipment sizes. 
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6. Conclusion and Recommendation 

Estimating freight demand models have not been developed that much compared to 

passenger demand models. The reason is existence of too many complexities in this area. 

Freight demand models usually attempt to explain the demand for transportation as a 

function of charge rate and level of service. Therefore, data on these items is needed for 

estimating freight demand models. CFS provides unique data source at the level of 

individual firms and shipments, however, it still lacks some necessary data for modeling of 

freight transport demand integrating logistics decisions. Among them, annual demand, 

frequency and charge rate can be mentioned. CFS should be developed to cover more 

logistics decision of the firms and also more specifications of both shippers and shipments in 

order to have models which describe shippers’ behavior more precisely. 

Despite of large number of available alternatives acquired from Swedish logistics model, 

usually firms perceive themselves as facing limited transportation alternatives. In the entire 

CFS road is the dominating mode choice.  The reason can be lack of information of other 

available alternatives, lack of substitution networks for road network in Sweden or high 

reliability associated with road network and transportation by truck.  

In this study has been tried to estimate a discrete choice model to explain individual firms’ 

behavior in the area of freight transport. Both attributes of shippers and shipments, besides 

attributes of transport modes should be considered in the utility functions of discrete choice 

model. Transport mode attributes such as time and cost is incorporating from the auxiliary 

database which is the output files of the Swedish logistics model: Buildchain and 

Chainchoice. Several attempts have been made in this study to make these two datasets 

comparable. After incorporating required attributes, the model is estimated. Statistical values 

showed the significance of the estimated parameters.  

The results show that firms attribute (firm’s size) and shipments attribute (cargo type, value 

of shipments, etc) have influence on decision making of shippers. High value shipments are 

shipped in small size by road, larger firms tend to ship their consignments by rail and 

containers are likely to chosen for large shipments by road. The mode gives a positive sign 

for time coefficients which is unexpected but it may happen because for some commodities 

storage cost is so high that senders prefer to use transport modes as moving inventories. This 
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result is supported by the study done by Clifford Winston (1981). In that study also, 

transport time’s coefficient is obtained positive for metal and some other products. The other 

noticeable outcome of the study is inelasticity of freight transport demand to cost. This result 

is also supported by other studies done on the same dataset. In this study, costs have been 

defined as shipment size specific and for the alternatives with smaller shipment sizes, freight 

demand shows show more sensitivity to cost changes.  

Finally, the aggregate market shares of alternatives are presented. The model shows almost 

good prediction of future. However the prediction of shipment sizes is not as good as chain 

types. This is mainly due to the wide range of figures representing shipment size in the data 

base which result in very different shipment size ranges.  

6.1 Further directions 

The CFS in its current structure is actually the panel data. The decision makers are sending 

firms and numerous choices made by each of them are observed in the data in different 

situations defined for each observation.  Generally, the utility function of each decision 

maker is defined as: 

�8fk �  l8fk � ,8fk        �I, � 
j is the utility that decision maker (sending firm) n receives from alternative i in the choice 

situation defined by each observation. 

The former equation can be worked out further as:  

�8fk �  l8fk � ,8k � ,fk �I, � 
This equation includes two types of error one related unobserved attributes of each 

alternative i and the other one is the attitude of each decision makers toward each 

alternative. 

Therefore, it would be interesting to estimate a panel discrete choice, besides usually 

recommended nested and mixed logit, on this database and compare the results with 

models have been estimated by now. Biogeme software makes it possible to estimate a 

panel data by identifying random parameters across individuals not across observations. 
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Finally, it should be noticed that If ε��� is distributed extreme value, independent over n, j 

and t, then each choice situation by each decision maker becomes a separate observation  

and there is no difference between logit model and panel data and the logit model can be 

fruitfully used.  

6.2 Recommendation 

CFS should be improved to include more logistical attributes such as frequency and 

transport and non-transport cost. The frequency should be defined for each observation as 

it seen from the receiver side.  

It is suggested to combine SP data from shipper/carriers with shipper or shipment survey. 

The SP survey is needed to obtain cost and time information that is usually highly 

correlated in RP surveys. On the other hand due to the involving of private sector in this 

area, it is usually hard to get revealing information with competitive commercial value. 

One of the important information which shippers or operators are reluctant to reveal is 

cost. In this cases SP data set can be excellent complementary to available RP data sets and 

provide hidden information on decision maker’s attributes. The definition of transport 

chains should be explained for respondents. In the current version of the CFS, in most 

cases they do not have the correct understanding of the concept. Otherwise estimating a 

model with transport chain choice is almost impossible and it actually will be reduced to a 

model transport mode choice. 

6.3 Limitation 

The most time consuming part of the project was to get access to both database and the 

logistics model. It almost took 3 month for this purpose which is not desirable specially 

when there is time shortage for the person doing the project.  

The other problem was faced during doing the project was incorporating time and cost 

from output of the logistics model to CFS. The logistics model output files were really 

huge which needed database servers and also to incorporate required data from it needed 

both knowledge of database and coding in the data base environments.  This is what one 

should be informed of prior to starting doing the project. 
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Table A.0- descriptive statistics of value/density (CFS- varukod 100-101-103) 
 
   Value/weight 

    

Mean 23.42138668 

Standard Error 2.29407341 

Median 11.6 

Mode 11.59 

Standard Deviation 418.5096676 

Sample Variance 175150.3419 

Kurtosis 14718.45706 

Skewness 110.703002 

Range 61312.99 

Minimum 0.01 

Maximum 61313 

Sum 779487.17 

Count 33281 

Confidence Level(95.0%) 4.496464665 
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Table A.1- modes, sub-modes and vehicle types in the Swedish logistics mode 
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              TableA.2- predefined transport chains 
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**The chains that are matched (both containerized and non-containerized) with the CFS 

are as follows: 

� A, B, C for road transport 

� I, J, T for rail transport 

� ADA, CGHC, CHGC for road-rail-road chain 

� CGH, CHG for road-rail chain 

� GHG rail-rail-rail chain 

� CMC for road-sea-road chain 

� APA, CPC for road-ferry-road chain 

For the items which more than one chain from logistics model matches CFS, their 

associated transport time and transport costs are averaged. 
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Table A.3.1- Chainchoi.cst output file-part 1 
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      Table A.3.2- Chainchoi.cst output file-part 2 
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TableA.4- Predicted vs. observed aggregate market share over each alternative

No. Transport mode Shipment 

size category 

Nr. 

observed 

Nr. 

predicted 

Percentage 

difference 

 

1        Road 1 5926 5860.161 -65.839 
1.111019 

2 5879 5760.335 -118.665 
2.018456 

3 5545 5626.164 81.164 
1.463733 

4 5251 5400.377 149.377 
2.844734 

5 4666 4549.424 -116.576 
2.498414 

6 3489 3047.946 -441.054 
12.64127 

7 632 1143.581 511.581 
80.94636 

2 Rail 7 17 17.00056 0.00056 
0.003294 

3 Rail-rail-rail 4 27 41.173 14.173 
52.49259 

5 23 31.852 8.852 
38.48696 

6 475 396.170 -78.829 
16.59579 

7 26 86.189 60.189 
231.4962 

    
 

4 Road-rail-road 2 5 37.238 32.238 
644.76 

3 6 40.941 34.941 
582.35 

4 38 46.575 8.575 
22.56579 

5 64 37.238 -26.761 
41.81563 

6 604 560.897 -43.102 
7.136258 

7 58 44.223 -13.776 
23.75345 

      
 

5 Road-rail 6 4 5.873 1.873 
46.825 

7 4 2.124 -1.875 
46.9 

      
 

6 Road-ferry-road 

 

 

1 47 112.860 65.860 
140.1277 

2 56 80.514 24.514 
43.775 

3 133 75.243 -57.757 
43.42632 

4 99 79.921 -19.078 
19.27172 

5 55 36.422 -18.577 
33.77818 

6 6 11.038 5.038 
83.96667 

      
 

7 Road-sea-road 8 96 95.967 -0.032 
0.034375 
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Table A.5- observations with origin-destinations inside Sweden and one leg or more of transport chain outside Sweden  

id AVGKOM DESTKOM varukod branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVGUTLTRPS AVSEORT 
17630 2580 2401 101 6    97436 91491 28510 1 1 NORDMALING 
17630 2580 2401 101 6    97436 91491 28510 1 1 NORDMALING 
17630 2580 765 100 6    97436 34322 28510 1 1 ÄLMHULT 
17630 2580 765 100 6    97436 34322 28510 1 1 ÄLMHULT 
17630 2580 781 100 6    97436 34180 28510 1 1 LJUNGBY 
17630 2580 781 100 6    97436 34180 28510 1 1 LJUNGBY 
17630 2580 765 100 6    97436 34322 28510 1 1 ÄLMHULT 
17630 2580 1480 100 6    97436 42246 28510 1 1 HISINGS BACKA 
12178 2104 1480 101 6 6 HANNOVER  81382 40199 27100 23 31 GÖTEBORG 
13547 2580 2480 101 6    97345 90580 51520 1 4 UMEÅ 
17630 2580 1480 100 6    97436 42246 28510 1 1 HISINGS BACKA 
13547 2580 ion 101 6    97345 63229 51520 1 1 ESKILSTUNA 
11713 481 1280 101 6 6 SIDERU. GABRIELLI IT  61380 20001 27100 2 21 MALMÖ 
17630 2580 781 100 6    97436 34180 28510 1 1 LJUNGBY 
15167 680 581 101 6    55111 61620 51520 1 1 ÅBY 
11229 2081 181 101   LAHTIS  78184 15101 27100 2 2 STOCKHOLM 
17630 2580 781 100 6    97436 34180 28510 1 1 LJUNGBY 
14698 581 1280 101 6    60115 21210 51530 1 1 MALMÖ 
14698 581 662 101 6    60115 33328 51530 1 1 SMÅLANDSSTENAR 
14698 581 2280 101 10    60115 87133 51530 1 1 HÄRNÖSAND 
11229 2081 2580 101 6 6 SVARTÖN/JÄRNVERKET  78184 97188 27100 2 2  
11229 2081 481 101     78184 61380 27100 1 1 OXELÖSUND 
11229 2081 180 101     78184 10040 27100 1 1 STOCKHOLM 
14406 1730 1785 101 6    67040 66122 28759 1 1 SÄFFLE 
12505 2482 1283 103     93281 25109 27440 2 1 HELSINGBORG 
11834 780 180 101 9    35245 16353 50301 1 1 SPÅNGA 
11834 780 1280 101 9    35245 20039 50301 1 1 MALMÖ 
11834 780 180 101 9    35245 16494 50301 1 1 KISTA 
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id AVGKOM DESTKOM varukod branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVGUTLTRPS AVSEORT 
11834 780 1280 101 9    35245 20039 50301 1 1 MALMÖ 
17630 2580 781 100 6    97436 34180 28510 1 1 LJUNGBY 
18180 2521 138 101 9    98431 13526 51542 1 1 TYRESÖ 
12743 1490 180 101 7    50462 12530 28210 1 1 ÄLVSJÖ 
14698 581 680 101 10    60115 55189 51530 1 1 JÖNKÖPING 
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TableA.6- Observations which have reported road as transport mode while there is no direct road available between sender and 
receiver. 

id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

10106 1380 Halmstad Gotland 980 7    30104 62173 28730 1 VISBY 
11593 581 Norrköping Gotland 980 9    60006 62141 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62013 51520 1 STÅNGA 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62013 51520 1 STÅNGA 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 51520 1 LÄRBRO 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 6    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
12570 180 Stockholm Gotland 980 7    10110 62100 51520 1 VISBY 
13170 1494 Lidköping Gotland 980 6    53175 62011 28520 1 HAVDHEM 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62034 28520 1 LÄRBRO 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 7    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
18224 1983 Köping Gotland 980 6    73129 62100 28520 1 VISBY 
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Table A.7-observations which have been reported rail as their transport mode as rail while have access to sea transport modes 

id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62030 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62034 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62034 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62034 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62016 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62012 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62030 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62034 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62012 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62016 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62145 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62016 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62034 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62030 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62023 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62016 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62151 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62016 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62016 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62023 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62023 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62020 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62030 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62016 51390 2  
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id AVGKOM AVG 

Location 
DEST 

location DESTKOM branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62034 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62012 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62145 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62145 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62020 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62020 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62145 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62145 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62151 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62030 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62023 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62020 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62016 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62151 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62145 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62023 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62023 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62012 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62151 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62030 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62020 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62020 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62151 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62151 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62016 51390 2  
10250 1980 Västerås Gotland 980     72104 62012 51390 2  
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Table A.8- observations chosen rail as their intra zonal transport mode  

id AVG

KOM 
AVG 

Location 
DEST

KOM 
DEST 

location varukod branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGUTLTRPS AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 73050 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72243 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72243 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72233 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72222 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72233 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72352 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72123 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72222 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72233 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 73050 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72222 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72222 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72233 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72233 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 73050 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72243 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72352 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72352 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 73050 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72215 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72352 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72243 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72215 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72215 51390  2  
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id AVG

KOM 
AVG 

Location 
DEST

KOM 
DEST 

location varukod branschkod branschus EXPORT EXPLAND POSTNR AVSEPOSTNR Snikod AVGUTLTRPS AVGSETRPS AVSEORT 

10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72243 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72215 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72215 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72123 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72215 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72215 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72123 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72123 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72123 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72123 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72123 51390  2  
10250 1980 Västerås 1980 Västerås 100     72104 72123 51390  2  
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